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Abstract
This thesis explores the potential of digital twin cities to enable and enhance participatory
urban planning. Digital twin cities are commonly understood as digital replicas of the city
intended to monitor, evaluate, predict, and simulate urban processes such as air quality and traffic
flow. While the power and utility of digital twin cities lie in the premise of improving participatory
urban decision-making processes by breaking down complexity and creating a common picture
of reality of the city, no research has thus far studied to what extent digital twin cities can deliver
on such promises. Thereby, this thesis aims to develop a better understanding of the digital twin
city in praxis; the envisioned and realised forms of citizen participation and the factors that
influence the forms of citizen participation in digital twin cities. This aim was achieved by studying
three European digital twin cities of Herrenberg, Helsinki, and Cambridge. By drawing on
document analysis, interviews and online participant observations, this research revealed four
main insights. First, digital twin cities are not digital replicas or mirrors of physical cities, but
instead function as translational tools, evidence bases or innovation engines that script a
communicative protocol for urban planning, but also produce a particular set of knowledge of the
city. Secondly, there is a gap between envisioned and realised forms of citizen participation. While
digital twin cities initiatives are framed in strong co-creation discourses, this thesis identified that
digital twin cities produce different forms of citizen participation (e.g., particitainment, innovation
discourses, representative forms of participation) in which citizens remain within limited control.
Third, this thesis identifies five factors that influence the form of citizen participation in the digital
twin city, namely: (a) the socio-technical consideration of the digital twin city; (b) the role of
citizens in data integration; (c) usability of interface; (d) spaces of interaction for adaptive
learning; and (d) institutional, governmental, and public support. This thesis concludes that digital
twin cities are neither neutral or holistic digital replicas, nor are they set in stone. Instead,
academics and practitioners need to further open the black box of digital twin cities and debunk
their contested and negotiated politics, praxis, and recursive effects on the city. Without such nontechnical considerations, the digital twin city will not be able to pave the way for participatory
urban planning processes.
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Prologue
In 1991, American computer scientist, David Gelernter, made a prediction about an event
in the near future:
“You will look into a computer screen and see reality. Some part of your world – the town
you live in, the company you work for, your school system, the city hospital – will hang
there in a sharp colour image, abstract but recognizable, moving subtly in a thousand
places. This Mirror World you are looking at is fed by a steady rush of new data pouring in
through cables. It is infiltrated by your own software creatures, doing your business.
People are drawn to these software gadgets: When you switch one on, you turn the world
(like an old sweater) inside out. You stuff the huge multi-institutional rat work that
encompasses you into a genie bottle on your desk. You can see over, under and through it.
You can see deeply into it.” (Gelernter, 1991, p.1)
Gelernter’s vision, in which the world is reproduced through a cyber-replica, presents a
digital future that not only changes our relationship with our digital devices but with reality itself.
With this prediction Gelernter set the stage of his book ‘Mirror Worlds: Or the day software puts
the universe in a shoebox…[But]…How it will happen and what it will mean’ (1991)? Gelernter
does not question ‘when’ it will happen but ‘how’. Now, thirty years later, our technological
advances in digital computing, continue to move us closer to this reality. An innovation – the
digital twin – aims to build a perfect digital replica of an entity, a city or even the entire world to
see “over, under and through it” (Gelernter, 1991, p.1). Moving beyond speculation, we now need
to question: how is it happening and what does it mean for our social realm?
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1. Introduction
The desire to “see over, under and through” (Gelernter, 1991, p.1) our complex urban
environment to understand and design it lies at the very core of urban planning (Wilson, 1968).
By monitoring and modelling the urban processes and infrastructures, urban planners try to make
sense of and tackle the complex urban challenges, such as public health or climate change, that we
are facing today (e.g. Hamdi et al., 2020). Whilst formerly urban planners and public managers
tried to box the urban infrastructure into static models and plans, the first digital computing
device in the mid-20th century opened up new opportunities to store and process administration
services, acquire data to monitor and control infrastructures, and model transportation and landuse scenarios (Kitchin, Cardullo, & Feliciantonio, 2018). Ever since, city governments and urban
planners have continued to employ various digital devices and urban models to improve the
management and delivery of services and infrastructures, solve urban issues, and overall enrich
urban life (Safransky, 2020).
However, the commonly private and government-led top-down approaches in digital and
urban modelling initiatives have been abundantly critiqued for failing to serve the interests of
citizens and the common good (Greenfield, 2013; Kitchin, 2014). It is argued that by involving and
putting the citizen at the centre of the digital urban innovations and models grounded in civil,
social and political rights, it is more likely that the digital initiatives produce the desired outcomes
for all citizens (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a; Dembski, Wössner, Letzgus, Ruddat, & Yamu, 2020;
Ruohomaki et al., 2018a; Zakzak, 2019). Although many urban digital and modelling initiatives
have sought to reposition their orientation and are in fact stating the need to or claiming to be
‘citizen’- or ‘community-centric’, it remains unknown whether promises of engaging citizens are
practically realized and result in the empowerment of citizens (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019b; Vanolo,
2014). Thus, as the city governments, public managers and urban planners start to endorse a new
generation of digital urban models – namely digital twin cities – as a viable solution to deal with
urban complexities, it is crucial to take a closer look at the nature of digital twin cities and its
potential to enhance ‘citizen-centric’ urban planning (Dembski, Wössner, Letzgus, Ruddat, &
Yamu, 2020; Ruohomaki et al., 2018a; Zakzak, 2019).
The digital twin city concept is based on the digital twin technology which first emerged
in the context of manufacturing and supply chain management in the early 2000s (Grieves, 2014).
This engineering digital twin represents - “a virtual replica of an object, being or system that can
be continuously updated with data from its physical counterpart” (Purdy, Eitel-Porter, Krüger, &
Deblaere, 2020, p. 1). The accurate reflection is then used to run simulations, study performance
issues and predict future behaviour which can then be applied back to improve the physical entity,
7

system or process (Purdy et al., 2020). Hence, in the urban context, the digital twin builds a digital
representation of the city based on a data foundation (e.g. real-time data city-wide sensor
network) and elaborate technical foundation (sensors, AI, virtual reality) (Deren, Wenbo, &
Zhenfeng, 2021). Applying the digital twins innovation to the city scale holds the premise of
accurately and holistically modelling urban complexities – from traffic congestion to air quality –
and predict future scenarios for improved decision-making and planning processes (Dembski et
al., 2020; Nochta, Badstuber, & Wahby, 2019; Ruohomaki et al., 2018b; Schrotter & Hürzeler,
2020; White, Zink, Codecá, & Clarke, 2021). Thereby, digital twin cities allegedly help to create a
common picture of reality as it makes urban planning processes “increasingly more illustrative,
easier to understand and more comprehensible” (Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020, p.99). According to
the EU Commission (2020), these abilities of the digital twin cities allow citizens and stakeholders
to be involved in relevant decisions for improved public engagement and better participatory
urban planning.
These promises of the digital twin city have not just been capturing the attention of
practitioners but have also caused the academic literature to sprout. So far, most literature on
digital twin cities is concerned with the technical-scientific aspects of digital twin cities such as
developing the methodological toolbox to upscale the engineering digital twin to the city scale
(Dembski et al., 2020; Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020; Shahat, Hyun, & Yeom, 2021). Relatively little
attention has been paid to integrating the socio-political reality of citizens, and to the social
implications of the digital twin city (Dembski et al., 2020; Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020; Wan,
Nochta, & Schooling, 2019). The digital twin city review of Shahat et al. (2021) argues that up to
this date, the inclusion of socio-economic components presents the main challenge to achieving a
complete replica of the ‘real’ city (Batty, 2018; Shahat et al., 2021). Developing the methodological
toolbox of digital twin cities to integrate socio-economic data (e.g. through crowdsourcing) might
improve the accuracy of the digital representation, and thereby draw more visibility to socioeconomic issues. However, it does not per se ensure an enhancement of citizen-centric and
participatory urban planning in which citizens take on an empowered role throughout the
decision-making process. As such, the inclusion of socio-economic components and meaningful
participatory urban planning are not synonymous. With regards to the latter, only a handful of
studies (e.g. Dembski et al., 2020; White et al., 2021) have actively dealt with citizen participation
in the digital twin city, which suggests a strong need for further research. Even though, the studies
reported positive feedback in terms of the usability of and engagement with the 3D model of the
digital twin cities by their respondents, Dembski et al. (2020) argue that “more in-depth social
science research is needed to arrive at more valid conclusions in a real-life setting” (p.15).
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Figure 1 Interface of the 3D Model digital twin of Zürich (Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020).

Until now, there are only a few existing digital twin cities such as Virtual Singapore (NRF,
2020), the digital twin of the city of Zurich (Figure 1) (Schrotter & Hürzeler, 2020), the 3D digital
twin of Helsinki (Ruohomaki et al., 2018b), the city-scale digital twin of Cambridge (Nochta, Wan,
Schooling, & Parlikad, 2020), and the digital twin city of Herrenberg (Dembski et al., 2020). Yet, it
is anticipated that by 2025, over 500 cities will make use of the digital twin city concept to change
the practice of urban service delivery and decision-making processes (ABI Research, 2021). It is
not a matter of questioning if or when the digital twin transition will take place, but ‘how’ and
‘what it will mean’. It is thus timely to open the black box of digital twin cities and critically
question who has the means to and gets to decide over the digital future of our cities. Considering
the growing traction of digital twin cities, it is therefore urgent to investigate the nature of digital
twin cities to understand how citizen participation unfolds in digital twin cities and to what extent
it can enhance urban planning processes.

9

1.1 Research aim & questions
The aim of this thesis is to explore and critically reflect on the potential of digital twin cities
to enhance participatory urban planning processes. Firstly, considering the novel nature of digital
twin cities, it is crucial to understand what role digital twin cities are envisioned to play in
participatory urban planning processes and how this is translated into practice. To provide a
nuanced understanding of the nature of digital twin cities, the emerging patterns and approaches
of three European digital twin cities (Herrenberg, Helsinki and Cambridge) are compared and
differentiated against the backdrop of the cities’ context. Following this, the varying modes of
envisioned and realised citizen participation will be identified and compared across each of the
cases. Thereby, this study aims to identify if there is a gap between the envisioned and realised
forms of participation. Consequently, the extent of this gap will be assessed by identifying
influential factors.
To deliver a thorough analysis of citizen participation in digital twin cities, the conceptual
lens of the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ is adopted (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a). The
scaffold differentiates nine degrees of participation: from low levels of participation, when
citizens are nudged, steered, or controlled to perform a certain behaviour; to high degrees of
participation, when citizens are empowered and gain control of the digital initiative. Therefore, I
will be able to assess if the digital twin cities concept can move beyond mere hype and actually
deliver on its promises to enhance participation in urban planning processes. The outcomes of
this research will provide insight for public managers and authorities, urban planners, designers,
programmers, and citizens. Public actors may use this knowledge to formulate policies and
principles to further the ‘citizen-centric’ design of digital twin cities. Designers and programmers
are encouraged to reflect on their own values, practices, and assumptions inherent to the urban
digital twin design and their recursive effects on society. Additionally, citizens are invited to
radically rethink their role in the immersive hybrid physical-digital (and social) worlds.

Main research question
Building upon the previous discussion the following main research question was formulated:
“To what extent can digital twin cities facilitate more participatory urban planning?”
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Sub- research questions
To fulfil the objective and systematically answer the main research question, three sub-research
questions were formulated.
SRQ1: “How are the digital twin cities of Herrenberg, Helsinki and Cambridge for
participatory urban planning envisioned and translated into practice?”
SRQ2: “Is citizen participation in the digital twin cities of Herrenberg, Helsinki and
Cambridge realised as imagined?”
SRQ3: “What are the most prominent factors influencing the degree of citizen participation
in the digital twin cities of Herrenberg, Helsinki and Cambridge?”

1.2 Scientific and societal relevance
Whether a digital twin for Covid 19 (Pang, Huang, Xie, Li, & Cai, 2021), a digital twin for
disaster management (Fan, Zhang, Yahja, & Mostafavi, 2021) or a digital twin of the entire city
(Ruohomäki et al., 2020), the endless applications of digital twins elucidates the ubiquitous and
transformative role that digital twin cities will play in shaping our relationship with the urban
realm (MarketsandMarkets, 2020). This transformation is guided by mostly positivist literature
which develops the technical and managerial aspects to successfully embed digital twin cities in
the urban decision-making structures. It is at this watershed moment where the digital twin city
technologies for urban transformation are already out there or can easily be developed – that we
need to question the potential consequences and guide a path of digital twin city development
towards more participatory urban planning. Hence, the study makes a significant scientific
contribution to the mostly techno-scientific literature of digital twin cities, by unravelling,
scrutinizing and unpacking the black box of digital twin cities. Based on empirical evidence, this
study critically engages with the way citizens are reflected and how they decide to be reflected.
However, more than trying to draw a representative account of involved citizens in digital twin
cities, this study identifies critical cases of digital twin cities that reveal the highest potential for
participatory urban planning. Eventually, this will not only make a scientific contribution to the
nascent field of critical studies of digital twin cities but be of societal relevance through a better
understanding of digital twin cities in praxis and identification of best practices. Then in the
increasingly complex urban-digital worlds, ethical and political debates about citizens’ rights are
still very limited. As such, this study will increase awareness and understanding of the potential
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effects of digital twin cities on the city and identify their potential for participatory urban
planning. The learning lessons and recommendations taken from this research are a relevant
reference point for urban planners and digital twin city creators to develop policies to guide a
participatory digital twin city transition.

1.3 Outline of thesis
The thesis comprises seven chapters. The current chapter introduces the research context
including the research gap, objective, and research questions. The following chapter elaborates
on the conceptual understanding of digital twin cities and citizen participation that were adopted
to answer the main research questions. The third chapter illustrates the methodological choices
from the research design, operationalisation of the central concepts, data collection methods,
methods of analysis, and validity and reliability of this study. The results chapter presents the
analysed findings from the empirical research on the digital twin cities of Herrenberg, Helsinki
and Cambridge. Subsequently, the findings will be discussed in relation to the conceptual
framework and broader literature discussion. Finally, this dissertation concludes with the key
take-away points and recommendations to leverage the full potential of digital twin cities for
participatory urban planning.
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2. Conceptual Framework
The following chapter aims to present and bridge the main concepts of the research,
namely citizen participation and digital twin cities. The resulting conceptual framework will guide
the methodological choices and analysis of the research.

2.1 Citizen participation in urban planning
In recent decades, citizen participation has been established as an important pillar of
democratic urban planning processes. Whilst most planning in the cityscapes until the 1990s
followed a “straightforward technical-rational way by groups of technicians and engineers”(Hu,
de Roo, & Lu, 2013), a myriad of social-political changes pathed the way for a ‘communicative turn’
in the public decision-making process. The general aim is to enable ‘good governance’ by involving
citizens, civil society organisations or government actors that are interested or affected in the
deliberative policy-making processes before a political decision is taken (ECNL, 2016). Yet, citizen
participation does not automatically lead to ‘good’ governance - which in itself represents a
contested concept. Consequently, scholars and practitioners continue to ponder on the various
and most suitable forms of citizen participation in light of the constantly changing urban
environment.
According to the ground-breaking work of
Arnstein (1969) meaningful citizen participation occurs
when citizens gain “power in the decision making in the

Citizen Control
Delegation

value chain of public services” (p.1). Thereby, citizens
should be involved from the early planning stage
(comprised of agenda-setting, and decision-making,
-planning, and -designing) as well as the delivery stage

Citizen Power

Partnership
Placation
Consultation

Tokenism

(comprised of commissioning, management, delivery,
monitoring, and evaluation). However, as Arnstein’s
practical experience has shown, barriers and different
levels of power held by citizens results in varying

Informing
Therapy
Manipulation

Non-participation

degrees of citizen participation from non-participation
(citizens with little power) to citizen power (citizens as
power holders) as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Arnstein's Ladder (1969) - Degrees
of participation.

While Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation (1969) represents a popular model due to its
heuristic utility, the city along with the concept of citizen participation has evolved in the Digital
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Age. Traditional citizen participation may occur through mechanisms such as citizen forums,
citizen advisory groups, neighbourhood or community meetings, individual citizen
representation, and so on; however, with the introduction and widespread use of social media,
smartphones, the internet, the concept of citizen participation has drastically changed (CortésCediel, Cantador, & Bolívar, 2019). New information and communication technologies (ICT) (e.g.
Big Data, Cloud Computing and so on) are often argued to have opened new ways for developing
participation tools and methods to bridge barriers of traditional participatory processes and
enhance current mechanisms of feedback, data collection, and civic engagement (Simonofski,
Leuven, De Smedt, Asensio, & Snoeck, 2017). Citizens may for example perceive participation as
accessible through ICT and are thus enabled to participate more easily (Anthopoulos & Reddick,
2016). Moreover, through the facilitated provision of information, citizens may be more informed,
educated and able to make ‘smarter’ decisions (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019b). In turn, the provision
of information or data and use of the digital services by citizens ought to make planning processes
more efficient and meet the actual needs of the citizens (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019b). Yet, limited
empirical evidence has shown how citizen participation and the adopted role of citizens actually
look like in a local context in the Digital Age.
Only a few studies empirically investigated the role of citizens and participation in the
digital strategies of cities (e.g. Shelton & Lodato, 2019). The findings show that projects that claim
to be ‘citizen-focused’ overwhelmingly fail to actively engage citizens (Kitchin et al., 2018). Such
as in the case of Atlanta, Georgia, where the role and interest of citizens remain ill-defined with
little attention to their needs. Following mostly technocratic and neoliberal rationale, the
decision-making power remains in the hands of the experts who define the societal needs in a
paternalistic manner (Shelton & Lodato, 2019). Comparing the policy discourses to the actual
modes of citizen participation indicates a gap between discursive intent and reality (Cowley et al.,
2019). Yet, we have to be careful with drawing conclusion as the results employ different
conceptual understandings of citizen participation.
Moreover, the motivation of project leaders and city governments to involve citizens in
urban planning is built on a normative conceptualisation that citizens ought to participate. Some
scholars suggest that participation and citizen empowerment might not even be a desirable goal
for a society (Collions and Ison, 2009). First of all, citizen participation might not make an initiative
more participatory or democratic as new power structures might develop. Secondly, citizens may
have too little experience or knowledge to solve an issue (Kitchin, 2014). And thirdly, citizen
participation is often resource and time intensive which brings about a high risk for nondelivering outcomes (Carr, 2007). Yet, the alternate scenario, namely ignoring citizen
participation might lead towards top-down and technology-driven initiatives that control and
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discipline citizens e.g. in the case of the Chinese point-based digital system to gain social benefits
(Kitchin et al., 2018). In light of the previous considerations, Wilcox (1994) suggests that a single
form of citizen participation might not be desirable for all initiatives, but instead suggests different
levels of participation might be appropriate for different needs and means. Thus, in order to study
and assess the potentially different levels of participation in the next generation of urban models,
we first need to understand what the digital twin city is. The following section reviews and lays
out the current understanding and the conceptualisations of digital twin cities for the study of the
envisioned and realised forms of citizen participation.

2.2 Defining digital twin cities
The term of digital twins was first coined at the University of Michigan by Professor
Michael Grieves during the Product Lifecyle Management curriculum in the early 2000s (Moglia,
Rebaudengo, & Ruffino, 2019). Though the concept of digital twin had already been applied as
early as the 1970s during NASA’s Apollo 13 program: When Apollo 13 left the earth atmosphere
and entered space, the on-ground engineers quickly realised that the original model was
insufficient to account for the significant changes that occurred in the extremely hostile
environment. A more accurate and real-time updated model mirroring the current state of the
rocket and the surrounding conditions was needed to bring the astronauts home safely (Schleich
et al. 2017). Since this early application, the digital twin has received widespread attention in
various disciplines. Its potential for improved monitoring, simulation and prediction capacities
has been applied in various contexts and domains including prognostic and health management
(Pang et al., 2021; Tao, Cheng, et al., 2018), smart agriculture (Angin, Hossein Anisi, Göksel,
Gürsoy, & Büyükgülcü, 2020), building and construction management (Lu et al., 2020), and smart
cities (Deren et al., 2021). Generally, it is believed that a digital twin is “a virtual replica of an
object, being or system that can be continuously updated with data from its physical counterpart”
(Purdy, Eitel-Porter, Krüger, & Deblaere, 2020, p.1). In an early conceptualisation by Grieves &
Vickers (2016), the physical entity, a virtual representation of that entity, and the bi-directional
data connections are defined as the three core elements of a digital twin.
Hence, compared to previous generations of urban models, a digital twin “sets itself apart
based on the level of data integration between the digital and physical counterparts” (Kritzinger,
Karner, Traar, Henjes, & Sihn, 2018 cited in Shahat et al., 2021, p.3). Thereby, the digital twin ought
to build a realistic simulation environment for observing, recognizing, understanding, controlling
and transforming the physical world (Qi et al., 2019). This all-encompassing digital laboratory
may then facilitate planning and decision-making process through reduced risks (Jones, Snider,
Nassehi, Yon, & Hicks, 2020). However, depending on the focus and purpose of the digital twin,
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different ways of understanding and studying of digital twins are put forward. Additionally, the
widespread practical and research trajectories are exacerbating the challenge of defining digital
twin.
Although many scholars have attempted to define the features and characteristics of
digital twins (e.g. Deren et al., 2021; Jones et al., 2020), Tao, Zhang, Liu, & Nee, (2018) point out
that because digital twins at “different stages exhibit different characteristics, the understanding
and practice of digital twins cannot be separated from specific objects, specific applications, and
specific needs” (p.11). Therefore, the actual application does not necessarily require the
established digital twin to have all the ideal characteristics (Tao, Zhang, et al., 2018). Especially in
the urban field, the current exploration of digital twin cities exhibits different characteristics from
the predefined ideal characteristics of digital twin e.g. bi-directional mapping (Deren et al., 2021).
Generally, urban digital twins are defined similar to engineering digital twin as a
simulation environment (e.g. Dembski et al., 2020; Deren et al., 2021) or as
“a virtual representation of a city's physical assets,[processes or systems], using data, data
analytics and machine learning to help simulation models that can be updated and changed
(real-time) as their physical equivalents change” (Living-in-EU, 2020, p.1).
As such the digital twin city consists of a digital space of the city that is fed through a
constant data stream from its physical counterpart (Figure 3). This raw data which is collected
through various tools and instruments (e.g. via sensors or surveys) is then processed and
analysed. However, in contrast to many engineering digital twins, the received information from
the analysis is not directly used to control its physical counterpart. The analysed and interpreted
data forms the basis of the evidence from a particular viewpoint which is then used to “construct
policy advice or evaluation, problem framing and structuring; defining objectives; and providing
options for assessment and recommendations” (Dunn, 2015; Turnpenny, Jordan, Benson, &
Rayner, 2015 cited in Nochta, Badstuber, et al., 2019, p. 5).
Digital Space

Data

Evidence

(Physical) urban space, entity,
processes
Figure 3 Digital twin city concept based on digital twin model of Grieves & Vickers (2016).
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Although the construction and definitions may vary, it is prevalent that digital twin cities
are positioned as an ‘aid’ (Nochta et al., 2020) or ‘opportunity’ (Deren et al., 2021), or as the
fundamental basis and the ultimate tool for smart city development (Deng, Zhang, & Shen, 2021).
Clearly, definitions are shaped by a variety of expectations and claims depending on the particular
focus of the digital twin cities. The most prominent claims include the digital twin ability to
provide a holistic and common vision, facilitate scenario building and consensus-building among
participants with different backgrounds (Dembski et al., 2020). Thereby, a digital twin city is said
to improve decision-making and enhance democratic structures through increased
interoperability, accountability, transparency, inclusion, and diversity (OGC, 2021). Yet, so far, no
practitioners or scholars have demonstrated these capacities and shown whether digital twin
cities actually led to more democratic structures. In contrary, several scholars have already
anticipated several issues related to digital twin cities e.g. data security issues (Kaur, Mishra, &
Maheshwari, 2020) which may potentially hinder democratic and participatory planning
processes. However, due to a lack of empirical studies, these issues have not been investigated in
practice. Thus, to move beyond anticipation, there is a need to identify the prominent influencing
and limiting factors for participatory urban planning.
Moreover, Dembski et al. (2020) claim that by the nature of a ‘model’, digital twin cities
are not able to “include all the information from the physical world and real life” (p.15). A model
always needs a certain level of abstraction, then
“a true digital twin running in real time is no different from the system itself and this poses
the question as to how the digital twin can be used to learn about the system and used to
explore, simulate and test new designs if it is the system itself” (Batty, 2018, p. 818).
Hence, according to Dembski et al. (2020) and Batty (2018), digital twin cities can at most
create similarities with enough detail to tackle the complex challenges that cities face today.
However, as digital twins arguably cannot fulfil their basic premise to build a realistic digital
representation, it is crucial to question what actual visions and functions they CAN and DO
perform in practice, and what are the constraints and effects of that. Hence, this research will
investigate the visions and functions with regards to participatory urban planning. To facilitate
the analysis of the envisioned and realised forms of citizen participation, the conceptualisation of
digital twin cities as socio-technical assemblages is adopted.
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2.2.1 Digital twin cities as socio-technical assemblages
The review of the current literature showed that the question of ‘how to build the perfect
digital twin’ has received abundant attention from engineers and technical experts (Shahat et al.,
2021). This positivist literature that follows a mostly technical-scientific rational fails to consider
how digital twin cities are shaped and actually perform in context. However, as previously
presented, Tao, Zhang, et al. (2018) claim that digital twins “cannot be separated from specific
objects, specific applications, and specific needs” (p.11). In this city-scale application this means
that the digital twins represents a complex urban system which consists of more than just physical
aspects but is largely shaped by political, social and economic spheres (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019b).
As the digital twin cannot be separated from this object, the digital twin city replica thus needs to
acknowledge the interacting socio-economic and political elements that continuously shape the
physical city – and thus its digital replica. Although the socio-economic components are largely
neglected in the digital twin city literature (Deren et al., 2021), a few studies have alluded to the
idea that digital twin cities are situated in context and shaped by various factors (Nochta et al.,
2020; Tao, Zhang, et al., 2018). In line with this argumentation, digital twin cities not only perform
different characteristics, but they are situated in context as they are contingently shaped by
different elements. According to Nochta et al. (2020), digital twin cities should thus not be seen as
a generic technology but as an assemblage that is shaped by our value-laden choices in a particular
social context which may produce different socio-political outcomes. By adopting this sociotechnical perspective, Nochta et al. (2020) demonstrate
“the potential and benefits of conceptualizing, designing, and implementing city-scale digital
twin systems (involving the digital tools as well as their governance) organically as
assemblages reflecting local contextual opportunities and constraints, by utilizing and
gradually updating and expanding existing tools, processes, and expertise.”(p.283)
Thereby, Nochta et al. (2020) puts forth that digital twin cities are shaped by various
stakeholders with different agendas and visions in an on-going process. As different actors hold
different means of power which are installed into a technology, this suggests that digital twins
may be used as mechanism for governing citizens. In contrast, if power is levelled between
different stakeholders, empowered citizens may produce more democratic and participatory
urban planning processes. The outcome or recursive effects of digital twin cities for participatory
urban planning thus depends on the way the different digital twin cities are shaped materially and
discursively by “different actors and actants, technologies and systems, and power geometries to
assemble, produce and maintain this digital representation” (Kitchin, Maalsen, & McArdle, 2016,
p. 89). Hence rather than framing the digital twin in purely technical terms, we need to recognise
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their contested and negotiated politics and praxis. Hence, to provide answers to the potential and
barriers of citizen participation in digital twin city, this study adopts the conceptualisation of the
digital twin city as a socio-technical assemblage and contextualizes the key features with its
ongoing local discourse. By adopting the approach of socio-technical assemblages, this thesis will
investigate the nature of digital twin city, as well as how citizen participation is imagined and
realised in digital twin cities in different ways.

2.3 Studying citizen participation in digital twin cities
Even though the research on digital twin cities is growing together with the interest in
involving citizens in urban planning, the knowledge on the socio-economic impacts (Shahat, Hyun,
& Yeom, 2021b), let alone, citizen participation in digital twin cities is limited. As previously
argued in the introduction, there are only a handful of studies that actively deal with citizen
engagement (Shahat et al., 2021). However, in these cases the authors were the digital twin city
developers at the same time. As such, the authors were driven by particular citizen engagement
goals, and it could be argued that these studies thereby do not provide impartial evidence to proof
that they were able to achieve their aims. In order to study the potential of citizen participation of
the digital twin city from an critical social scientific perspective, this study adopts the updatedmodel of Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation (1969), namely the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen
Participation’ by Cardullo & Kitchin (2019b) as an typology to analyse digital twin cities on the
various degrees of participation.
Even though the publication of Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation (1969) already dates
back more than fifty years ago, the model is still “well-received by scholars due to her good insight
into the relationship between citizen participation in public planning and power redistribution”
(Lim, Malek, Hussain, & Tahir, 2018, p.45). It clearly lays out the varying power relations between
the powerful actors (e.g. state) and the have-nots (citizens) which is depicted in a three-step
ladder (in descending order, citizen power, tokenism, and non-participation). Yet, the model has
been criticised for several shortcomings, for example, the simplification of potential 150 rungs of
different participation to merely eight. Moreover, while Arnstein (1969) does acknowledge that
citizen participation with its inherent power imbalances is shaped by local contextual factors, she
has failed to represent them in the ladder. According to Blue, Rosol, & Fast (2019) who furthered
the ladder by injecting it with a stronger justice perspective, “nature and scope of participation
have transformed in the face of economic, political, and cultural globalization and an increasingly
sophisticated communications infrastructure” (p.365) bringing about new issues that Arnstein
could never have foreseen in her time. While Blue, Rosol, & Fast (2019) made a significant
contribution by expanding Arnstein’s framework that considers the social-economic inequality, it
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is not properly adjusted in light of the mentioned increasing digital services and communications
infrastructure such as the digital twin city.
Hence for the focus of this research, Cardullo & Kitchin's (2019a) updated version of
Arnstein’s ‘Ladder of Participation’ (1969) applied in the context of the Digital Age, is more
suitable for this research. It addresses several shortcomings of Arnstein’s framework. Firstly, the
model was renamed as a ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ to counter the overly linear and
normative ranks of the ladder-analogy. Secondly, based on their empirical analysis of European
Smart Cities, Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a) identify an additional fourth mode of participation:
‘Consumerism’. This aligns with Bishop and Davies’ (2002) work and general neoliberal critiques,
which presents the idea of citizens as products or consumers and participation ideals that are
steered by market principles. Secondly, the ladder was rebuilt into a matrix (Figure 4), separated
into the following columns:
(a) level of participation,
(b) the adopted/ accepted role of citizens,
(c) the nature of engagement,
(d) the discourse used to position and justify the form of participation,
(e) and eventually, the modality how citizens are positioned in relation to the city.
This new matrix represents a more extensive typology of citizen participation in our
digitalized cities than the previously developed, because it allows for a systematic analysis of the
envisioned and realised form of citizen participation. This is due to the fact that it provides a
clearer picture of power in terms of general political theories. Additionally, its heuristic utility has
been demonstrated when it was empirically tested in the context of the Smart City Dublin
(Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a) and Eindhoven (van Badel, 2019). Within these studies, the scaffold
allowed the analysis of a variety of different smart city and digital initiatives such as traffic control
systems or urban dashboards. Both of these examples represent a form of urban modelling. It is
therefore suitable to use the scaffold to analyse citizen participation among the newest generation
of urban models: the digital twin city.
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Level of participation

Role expected/

Nature of engagement

Discourse/ Framing

Modality

Rights, Socio/
Political
Citizenship,
Deliberative
Democracy,
Commons

Bottom-up,
Inclusive,
Collective,
Autonomy,
Experimental

adopted by citizens

Citizen Control
Citizen Power

Delegated Power
Partnership
Placation

Tokenism

Consultation
Information

Choice
Consumerism

Ideas, Vision,
Leadership,
Ownership,
Create

Leader/ Member

Decision-maker/Maker

Negotiate,
Produce

Co-creator

Suggest

Proposer

Feedback

Participant, Tester

Civic
Engagement

Recipient
Browse,
Consume,

Resident, Consumer,
Product

Act

Capitalism,
Market,
Neoliberalism

Steered,
Nudged,
Controlled

Stewardship,
Technocracy,
Paternalism

Therapy
NonParticipation

Manipulation

Participation,
Co-creation

Patient, Learner, User,
Data-point

Figure 4 Conceptual Framework: Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation (Kitchin & Cardullo, 2019).
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Top-down,
Civic
Paternalism,
Stewardship,
Bound-tolimited success

2.3.1 Kitchin & Cardullo’s four modes of citizen participation
Moving from the bottom (non-participative) to the top (citizen control) of the scaffold, the
following section will discuss the four modes of citizen participation according to Cardullo &
Kitchin (2019) in more detail.
a. Non- Participation
At the bottom of the Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a) ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ is
non-participation. Non-participation implies a complete lack of citizen power and influence on the
decision-making process. Instead, power holders define the issues, solutions and means which are
imposed on the citizens without their input. This form of citizen participation, or the lack thereof,
can be distinct into two categories namely “manipulation” and “therapy”. Cardullo & Kitchin
provide the example of Dublin’s traffic flow management and information systems in which
citizens and their devices act as sensors. Another example is using data for social sorting, micromarketing, predictive profiling, anticipatory governance, or urban planning. In these scenarios,
citizens are controlled, “nudged or steered towards specific sets of behaviour, practices, or
conduct” (2019, p.7). Citizens are framed as data-points or users of a service with little access to
data or no resources to act upon the available data. The citizen has a limited range of control to
change the outcome and has basically no rights. The intervention is mostly based on technocratic
impulses, and the citizen participation is framed in discourses of stewardship and paternalism
who claim to act in the best interest of the citizen. Participation is used in an instrumental way to
achieve the goals set by the tech-elite (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a).
b. Consumerism
During the critical analysis of the Dublin Smart city, Cardullo & Kitchin (2019b) identified
another prominent category ‘Consumerism’. Our modern urban lives are increasingly mediated
by app- and algorithmic- driven services, like Uber, Google Maps, Food Delivery Services, etc. More
and more digital services and technologies are emerging every day, as services traditionally
delivered by city administrations are now privatized and/ or outsourced to private tech
corporations. Based on the free-market principle of competition and optimization, the most
affordable and efficient digital services and tools ought to be leveraged for citizens. Big tech
companies are even building entire neighbourhoods or cities (e.g. Masdar City in UAE) focused on
providing the latest technological trimmings rather than more sustainable or participatory
communities. Citizens are lured in by the idea of an exclusive smart lifestyle and consequently
turn into consumers on “the marketplace of smart products and smart lifestyles” (Cardullo &
Kitchin, 2019a, p. 11). Although citizens are given a choice between services and providers, the
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range of control remains limited; problems and systems are already pre-defined, and providers
often hold the monopoly. The needs and interests of citizens are rarely considered at the centre
of a new digital innovation, apart from the user-friendlessness of a particular product or service
design. Next to the adopted role as a consumer or resident, citizens can turn into products as their
generated data is sold for other purposes, for example Uber selling its users’ data to the city
administration for traffic planning. This form of citizen participation is framed in notions of
stewardship and paternalism (same as non-participation) as the market players determine the
needs and their solutions for citizens.
c. Tokenism
The third category of citizen participation “Tokenism” comprises three degrees of
participation “Information”, “Consultation”, and “Placation” in which citizens are given a ‘voice’.
However, there is no guarantee that citizens have actual decision-making power over the
intervention or initiative. In the ‘information’ level, citizens remain in-the-known through the
provision of information and data which they may potentially use further. Yet, there is no
assurance that the citizens have the financial resources and time to use the data for their own
benefit. Thereby, the information stream remains unidirectional with very little to no feedback
options. In the ‘consultation’ level of participation, citizens may have small influence on the
decisions by possibly giving feedback. Yet, this often occurs in the later stages of a project and
initiative where overhauling drastically changes might already be too time and/or resource
intensive, whilst in the idem ‘placation’, citizens can give proposed alternatives and additions
possibly already in an earlier phase. Both in consultation and placation, citizens are engaged and
can potentially reshape and challenge the views of the city administration. However, this form of
engagement largely reproduces dominant interests due to “bias towards the views of welleducated technologically literate participants” (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a, p.15). Moreover, there
are issues of long-term commitment and the validity of the input. Although, many practitioners
and scholars identified positive implications and affordances for participatory planning, it
remains uncertain whether such efforts genuinely enhance citizens’ participation in the decisionmaking process. Although citizens can engage, suggest, participate, and be entertained, this level
continuous to display a top-down approach of citizen participation. Arguably, efforts of citizen
participation are merely an alibi or token to justify the initiative whilst furthering the agenda of
the power holders (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019b).
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d. Citizen Power
The final stage of citizen participation ‘citizen control’ allows citizens to obtain a
prominent role in policy and managerial aspects of the initiatives. Citizens have an increasing
degree of decision-making power throughout the three-ascending levels: ‘partnership’, ‘delegated
power’ and ‘citizen control. In the ‘partnership’ level, citizens negotiate and engage with traditional
powerholders. Planning and decision-making power is shared. Through ‘delegated power’,
citizens obtain “dominant and specified decision-making power within co- shared initiatives”
(van Badel, 2019, p.15). In theory, the level of ‘citizen power’ is truly empowering as it levels the
playing field with traditionally powerful actors. And citizens gain the rights to the city by deciding
how they want to live in the urban life. In theory, this form of citizen participation is framed in
discourses of citizen rights, social justice, and urban digital commons (Greco & Floridi, 2004). This
discourses, for example, entail considerations of socio- economic status of citizenry in their ability
to participate, or the outcomes of participation processes for marginalised groups and/or
principles to collectively govern a digital initiative. However, Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a) argue
that this form of citizen participation is relatively rare as citizens are almost never fully in charge
of smart city initiatives. In a recent seminar, Kitchin (2021) gave the examples of Madrid and
Barcelona as the closest form of citizen power in smart city initiatives. The two cities have created
participatory open urban platforms where citizens can define urban problem definitions, decide
over budget spending and come together to solve urban issues (Smith & Martín, 2021).

2.4 Conclusion
The previous chapter gave insight into the theoretical perspective of this research to
achieve the objective. The first section introduced the concept of citizen participation in the
increasingly digital urban planning practices. While acknowledging various forms of citizen
participation, this study builds on the understanding that meaningful citizen participation occurs
when citizens gain power in the decision-making process. In order to study citizen participation,
digital twin cities were defined as socio-technical assemblages which are materially and
discursively shaped within the context. Finally, Cardullo & Kitchin's (2019a) ‘Scaffold of Smart
Citizen Participation’ was selected as the analytical framework. Rooted in the theoretical
understanding, the following chapter lays out the methodology to systematically study the
potential for participatory urban planning among digital twin cities.
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3. Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to present and justify the methodological choices to achieve
the objective of this research. This study adopts a mixed-method qualitative research approach in
a multi-case study research design, to provide an in-depth analysis of the potential of digital twin
cities for participatory urban planning. Initially, the choice of multiple critical case study approach
including the case selection is justified. This is followed by the operationalisation of the main
concept ‘Citizen Participation’ (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a). Building upon the operationalisation,
an explanation of the data collection and data analysis methods is presented. The chapter is
finalised by a discussion of the reliability and validity of this study.

3.1 Multiple critical case study approach
In order to explore and describe citizen participation in digital twin cities in a specific
context and identify influential factors, a case study approach is the most suitable research design
(Yin, 2004). As digital twin cities are directly defined in context of their physical counterpart, the
need for a case study approach has been argued as a valuable asset in the digital twin city
literature (Dembski, Wössner, Letzgus, Ruddat, & Yamu, 2020). A case study entails the detailed
and in-depth investigation of a particular case or cases within a real-world context (Adler & Clark,
2014). In this research the unit of analysis - the digital twin cities -and the phenomena - citizen
participation in digital twin cities - are thus studied in a particular local context. This approach
presents a non-experimental research design as the phenomenon, context or events cannot be
controlled in the real-world as for example in a laboratory setting. Instead, case studies are
especially useful to provide empirical answers to explorative research questions about a specific
phenomenon or process such as ‘To what extent can digital twin cities facilitate more participatory
urban planning?’. In order to answer this question a theory driven approach was chosen. This
approach may help generate knowledge that is potentially transferable to a range of different
digital twin city contexts (Van Thiel, 2014). Additionally, this case study approach relies on several
sources of evidence which can refine theory and offer additional insights into what gaps exist in
digital twin city delivery or why citizen participation strategy might be chosen over another
(Adler & Clark, 2014). Moreover, a case study approach is suitable for an in-depth analysis in time
and resource constraints (Adler & Clark, 2014). In summary, the value of case study approach is
found in the empirical information that it provides. This in turn can lead to a significant
contribution to the body of knowledge (Van Thiel, 2014; Yin, 2004).
As the objective of this research is to identify the ultimate potential of digital twin cities
for participatory urban planning, rather than drawing a representative account of citizen
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participation forms among digital twin cities, this thesis adopted a hybrid critical and multiple
case-study approach. A critical case study uses a particular case to gain a broader appreciation of
a phenomenon. Based on the in-depth insights into a single case, it can make a considerable
contribution to the existing body of knowledge by challenging, confirming, or extending theory
(Yin, 2004). As such, cases that were already tending towards forms of citizen-centric design were
selected, as described in section 3.1.1. Additionally, this thesis studied multiple cases
simultaneously or sequentially to generate an even broader appreciation and comparison of a
particular issue among several cases. According to Simonofski, Vallé, Serral, & Wautelet (2021), a
comparison with other cases illustrates how a specific participation activity can be imagined and
implemented differently and for different reasons with respect to digital twin cities. Therefore,
the multiple case study allows to gain a thorough understanding of the variety of ways citizen
participation is imagined and realised in digital twin cities. This not only allows for particularities
to be disentangled, but also to reveal the ways in which visions and implementation are produced
and grounded in different contexts. Moreover, it enables the test of theory and may allow findings
to be generalised (Nijman, 2007). In the context of research, the selection of several cases helps
to explore and clarify differences in digital twin cities arrangement for citizen participations and
provides greater weight to the conclusions (Burnham, Lutz, Grant, & Layton-Henry, 2008).

3.1.1 Case selection
The careful selection of the cases is a crucial step in the case study approach
(Nijman, 2007). Therefore, based on several criteria (Table 1), this research selected three cases:
Herrenberg, Helsinki and Cambridge. Through the triangulation of multiple cases, the potential of
citizen participation of digital twin city can be assessed more adequately.
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Table 1 Case Selection

Indicator

Herrenberg

Helsinki

Cambridge

Digital twin city

Digital

Digital

Digital

conceptualisation

representation of

representation of

representation of

the city centre and

the Biomedical

the Kalasatama

South of

Campus of

area of Helsinki

Herrenberg with

Cambridge with

with near-time

near-time data

near-time data

data flow

flow

flow

Europe

Germany

Finland

United Kingdom

Holistic focus

Including but not

Including but not

Including but not

limited to

limited to

limited to

mobility, air

mobility, air

mobility, air

quality, quality of

quality, energy

quality,

Goal to enhance

Governance

Open access &

participatory

approach with

data services for

processes as part

multiple

everyone

of living lab

stakeholders

project

(including

space
Participatory focus

citizens)
Non-market player

Research-led

Research-led

Municipality-led

Prototype

Prototype

Published digital

initiation
Prototype stage

twin city platform
Initially, cases were selected according to the conceptualisation of a digital twin city. All
the projects self-proclaimed to be a digital twin city. Even though, they depict various
characteristics each of the cases presents some form of virtual replication of a city based on a
semantic model and informed through a real-time data flow. Therefore, they fall within the
conceptualisation of the digital twin city laid out in section 2.2. Secondly, to narrow the scope and
variation of cultural factors, only initiatives within Europe were selected. To allow a better
comparison, another criterium for selection was that the digital twin cities display a holistic focus
of at least part of the city rather than comparing an urban digital twin of waste management to a
digital twin of water management. Fourthly, to identify the highest potential of participatory
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urban planning, only critical cases with a priori citizen participation focus were selected. The
selection fell on public initiatives initiated by research project and municipality rather than
market-player solutions. Yet, each of the digital twin cities displayed slightly different strategies
towards citizen-centric implementations.
The Herrenberg digital twin city represents one of the first digital twin cities in Germany
with an a priori focus on the involvement of citizens. It was developed to strengthen the existing
collaborative and participatory processes of the self-declared Mitmachstadt (translated:
participatory city) Herrenberg in addressing issues of air quality, mobility & transport, and quality
of spaces in the context of a four-year living lab project (Dembski, Letzgus, & Guedey, 2019).
The Cambridge urban digital twin is of interest because it also aims to tackle issues of
mobility and air quality marked by a strong focus on stakeholder involvement. The digital twin
city Cambridge is guided by a normative framework ‘The Gemini Principles for developing digital
twins of the built environment’ developed by the Centre for Digital Built Britain (Bolton A, 2018).
The principles put early-phase public participation at the centre of the digital twin city design.
The final case study that was selected is the award-winning digital twin of Helsinki which
represents one of the most developed digital twin cities. Helsinki’s digital twin serves “as a
platform for designing, testing, applying and servicing the entire lifecycle of the built
environment” (Heiskanen, 2019, p.1) with a focus on energy efficiency of the Kalasatama Area.
Additionally, the digital twin city of Helsinki is marked by principles of open source and open
access which allows everyone to access the digital twin city online.
Both the digital twin city of Herrenberg and Cambridge are still in a prototype phase. Yet,
they represent adequate case studies for two reasons: (1) According to Simonofski, Leuven, De
Smedt, Asensio, & Snoeck (2017) citizen power is correlated to citizen involvement in the early
stage of design. (2) The discourses, expectations, and ideas of citizen participation at this stage
perform the practical realization of citizen participation during the delivery phase. Thus, it is
already relevant to analyse the current involvement of citizen in the pilot stage. Helsinki allows
for additional insight into the potential of continued citizen participation beyond the planning
phase.

3.2 Operationalisation
To answer the research questions, the main concept ‘citizen participation’ was
operationalised to allow a systematic data collection and analysis. The purpose of the
operationalisation is to transform an abstract concept into measurable indicators for empirical
research (Vasudeva, 2019).
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Kitchin & Cardullo’s (2019a) ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ consists of four
different modes of citizen participation: non-participation, consumerism, tokenism, and citizen
control. As the four modes were already presented in detail in section 2.3.1, Table 2 provides a
short summary of the key characteristics of citizen participation. The consecutive tables (3-6)
break down and define the individual levels of participation according to the characteristics. The
resulting indicators and questions form basis of the data collection including the coding schemes
for the discourse analysis (Appendix A) and the interview protocol (Appendix B).
Table 2 Operationalisation Citizen Participation

Characteristic & Description

Questions

Form and level of participation
The degree of involvement
depending on the variable of power
in the decision-making process and
distribution of resources

Who is involved?
How are citizens involved?
How much influence do they have on the
decision-making process?

Citizen Participation

Role
The role adopted/ expected by
citizens

What role is prescribed to or adopted by the
citizens?

Nature of Engagement
The act of involvement

How are citizens expected to act or participate in
the initiative?

Discourse/ Framing
The large socio-political discourse
that frames the type of citizen
participation

In which larger narrative is the citizen
participation framed?

Modality
the way in which citizens are
positioned towards the digital twin
city

How do citizens position relate to other actors in
the digital twin city?
Who initiated the digital twin city?
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Table 3 Concept: Non-Participation

Characteristic
Form and level of participation

Non - Participation

Role

Nature of Engagement

Discourse/ Framing

Modality

Indicator
Manipulation: Steered and controlled into certain
behaviours.
Therapy: Teach and educate citizens into the right
behaviour.
Citizens adopt or are expected to take on the role of
a patient, learner, user, product, or data-point.
The behaviour of citizens is steered, nudged, and
controlled.
This type of citizen involvement is framed as
stewardship (citizens need to be stewarded,
educated and cured), technocracy (believe that
technology automatically produces positive
outcomes) and paternalism (power holders believe
to know what is best for citizens and thus define
their needs and desires).
The initiative is enforced top-down, through civic
paternalism and stewardship and is thereby boundto-succeed.

Table 4 Concept: Consumerism

Characteristic
Form and level of participation

Consumerism

Role

Nature of Engagement

Discourse/ Framing

Modality

Indicator
Consumerism/ Choice: Citizens with choice to
consume different services, products, or residential
areas
The role of citizen is threefold: They either become
consumers of services or products, a resident of a
digital twin City or turn into a product when their
data is sold to third parties.
Citizens can browse the different services and
products, choose and consequently consume and
act upon them in practice.
Driven by a neoliberal logic, in which the market
produces maxim utility. Thereby, corporate actors
define the citizens interest and supplies userfriendly services and products to gain more capital.
This type of citizen involvement is top-down
enforced by corporations, at times through privatepublic partnership that ought to produce bestinterest in a paternalistic sense. Citizens are mostly
involved as users rather than active participants in
the decision-making process and are neither in
control of the distribution of resources.
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Table 5 Concept: Tokenism

Characteristic

Form and level of participation

Tokenism

Role

Nature of Engagement

Discourse/ Framing

Modality

Indicator
Information: Uni-directional information flow
Consultation: receive information to provide
feedback
Placation: propose alternatives, additions, and
critiques
Citizens can adopt the role as a recipient of
information, participants and tester, and a proposer
and deliberater for alternatives
Thereby, citizens can browse the available
information, use it further, deliberate and provide
feedback or suggest alternatives
Thereby, this type of involvement gives citizens a
voice through civic engagement, participation and
co-creation
Despite an active role in deliberations and
discussions, initiation and decisions remain in the
hands of authorities and corporations

Table 6 Concept: Citizen Power

Characteristic

Form and level of participation

Citizen Power

Role

Nature of Engagement

Discourse/ Framing

Modality

Indicator
Partnership: Shared planning and decision-making
processes with established powerful stakeholders
Delegated power: gain dominant decision-making
authority in a co-shared initiative.
Citizen control: fully in charge of policy and
managerial aspects
Citizens become co-creators, decisions-makers, and
makers and in its purest form are leaders of the
initiative.
Citizens can negotiate conditions and co-produce
outcomes. They ideate, envision, lead, create and
own the initiative.
This is type of citizen participation promotes
discourses of citizen rights, societal justice, as well
as deliberative democracy and commons.
All citizens are included in the initiative which is
lead collectively from the bottom-up. Agents and
groups of agents have a high degree of autonomy,
through shared and citizen-dominated decision
making.
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To answer the second research question (SRQ2) whether citizen participation in the three
digital twin cities is realised as imagined, the previous operationalisation served as the means of
the interview protocol and data analysis. To identify the vision and functions of digital twin cities
in participatory urban planning processes (SRQ1) and the influential factors on the forms of
citizen participation (SRQ3), a more explorative approach is adopted. The vision, functions and
influential factors were identified via a grounded, inductive approach which renders a prior
operationalisation inadequate.

3.3 Data collection methods
In order to develop a thorough understanding of the case, a case study approach usually
involves the collection of multiple sources of evidence, commonly using qualitative techniques
(e.g., interviews, focus groups and observations). The use of multiple sources of data (data
triangulation) has been advocated as a way of increasing the internal validity of a study (i.e. the
extent to which the method is appropriate to answer the research question) (Leung, 2015). An
underlying assumption is that data collected in different ways should lead to similar conclusions
and approaching the same issue from different angles can help develop a holistic picture of the
phenomenon (Leung, 2015). Hence, this thesis adopted a mixed-method approach including
document analysis, participants observation and interviews as described below. Following the
three data collection methods, the data analysis and the validity and reliability of the methods are
discussed.

3.3.1 Document analysis
Initially, a document analysis of available documents, such as project reports of the digital
twin, technical reports of the technology, online publications, presentations, and news articles was
conducted. Since these documents are the result of deliberations by governments, experts, and
journalists, a close discursive analysis of these documents was well suited to investigate the role
of citizen representation in the case studies. According to Keller (2011), the central focus of
discourse analysis is the expression of discourse order and the establishment of a discourse
structure. It involves understanding texts to “gain information regarding how people make sense
of and communicate life and life experiences” (Allen, 2017, p. 1753). Throughout the research
more documents were accumulated and analysed as identified by respondents. The analysed
documents were documented in a list (Appendix C).
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3.3.2 Interviews
To allow a more in-depth analysis, the document analysis was complemented by semistructured interviews with digital twin city developers, municipal actors, and experts. Interviews
allow more insight into actual practices of citizen participation of digital twin cities beyond mere
rhetoric and discursive intents. Semi-structured interviews are a conversation guided by a
protocol of pre-formulated questions (Van Thiel, 2014). This type of interviews results in a
conversation rather than strict enquiries which supports more comprehensive feedback from the
one to be interviewed (Yin, 2004). The interview protocol (Appendix B), informed by the
operationalisation, served as a guideline of pre-set themes rather than fixed questions. Thereby,
questions can be generated throughout the conversation to gain an in-depth understanding on
specific aspects, necessary in an explorative research (Turner, 2010). Moreover, the respondents
have the opportunity to elaborate on their opinions and perceptions (Jansen, 2010). Throughout
the process, the questions were iteratively adapted to fill the knowledge gaps about the
envisioned and realised forms of citizen participation, whilst also increasing the understanding of
the influential factors.
Initially, potential interviewees were identified during the document analysis. The initial
actors that were identified were the project managers and developers. Furthermore, respondents
were asked to identify other important actors (e.g., municipal users) that were involved in the
development of digital twin cities. This represents a form of snowball sampling. Snowball
sampling is suitable for reaching hardly-accessible actors or populations (Browne, 2005). In total,
10 interviews (Table 7) were conducted between May and August of 2021 and took place online
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Interviewees were asked to be recorded beforehand and their
anonymity was ensured. A list of the interviewees of this research is presented in Appendix D.

Table 7 Conducted interviews

Role of respondents

Total

Corresponding respondent number (Appendix D)

Project developers

5

1,2,3,4,5

Municipal users

3

6,7

Experts

2

8,9,10
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3.3.3 Online participant observations
As the concept of digital twin cities blurs the lines between the virtual and physical world,
the hybridity of the research topic presents a logic choice to employ hybrid research methods.
Within this means, the traditional data collection is complimented with online or digital data
collection methods. The hybridity of the research concept itself and actors that take both part in
the online and offline (digital and physical) world thus suggests, the analysis of the online
communities related to the digital twin city case studies to gain a thorough understanding of
participation in digital twin cities. In Science and Technology Studies (STS), “digital ethnography
methods – particularly participant observation – have been used to understand knowledge
production” (Beaulieu, 2017, p. 34). Participant observation includes paying attention to what is
happening. In the context of this research, online communities and platforms (e.g., Living-in-EU:
Urban Digital Twins or the Digital Twin Hub in the UK) were analysed to get a more thorough
picture of the influential aspects of citizen participation. On these websites, the digital twin
developers shared additional information and documents. According to Green and Thorogood
(2014) participant observation produces the most valid data on social behaviour and allows
measuring the completeness of data collected with the help of other methods. Thereby, the
analysis of these online platforms and communities provided essential context information to
better understand the visions, functions, prospective users, and influential factors.

3.4 Data analysis
To start the analysis, the interviews were recorded and transcribed. The collected data of
the interviews and documents were gathered, organized and analysed with the computer
software for open, axial and selective coding MAXQDA 2020 (VERBI Software, 2019). Initially, the
visions and functions of digital twin cities were highlighted and deducted via open coding (Friese,
2019). Each interview was shortly summarised to grasp its overall content. Consecutively, the
codes derived from the operationalisation were used to identify the envisioned and realised forms
of citizen participation: First, the codes of the subunits were marked in the documents. The parts
that indicated a certain code was counted as one. The frequency of the identified codes was sorted
in the coding schemes (available upon request). The frequencies count of the codes was
complimented by selecting the relevant quotations from the interviews and the documents in
MAXQDA. Eventually, the codes were then sorted back into the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen
Participation’ to identify the most prominent level of citizen participation. By comparing the
discursive intents with the realised forms of citizen engagement, it was possible to determine if
there is a gap. To assess the extent of this gap, a content analysis via open coding of the documents
and expert interviews was conducted to identify the influential factors on the modes of citizen
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participation in digital twin cities. In an iterative process, these factors were assessed and tested
through the on-going interviews. The MAXQDA database is available on request.

3.5 Validity & reliability
The following section scrutinizes the two fundamental concepts of validity (internal,
construct and external) and reliability of the chosen research design, to ensure reliable results
and overall quality of this research.
Considering the explorative nature of this research, the in-depth and holistic case study
approach to the phenomena of analysis renders to be a valuable approach with high internal
validity (the extent to which the methods are appropriate to answer the research question) (Van
Thiel, 2014). The scope and analysis of data included should be as comprehensive as possible. As
such, several methods – namely, document analysis, online participant observation and
interviews – secured the triangulation of data. Additionally, the data analysis benefits from
referencing quantitative aspects, which was enabled trough presenting the frequency of codes.
Additionally, in the context of case study research, Yin (2014) points to ‘Construct validity’
to ensure reliable results. Construct validity is all about making sure that the research uses the
right operational measures, appropriate to what is being studied. This form of validity was
ensured through a thorough literature review. The key findings where synthesised in informed
conceptualisations of the key concepts based on trajectory of previous research findings.
Moreover, the concept of citizen involvement is assessed according to the operationalisation of
the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’. The scaffold is based on the synthesis of previous
research findings which have been successfully tested in empirical research examples (Van Badel,
2020). Together this ensures a high form of construct validity.
In terms of external validity (the extent to which it is possible to generalise from the
findings of case studies), case studies are often under critique due to the arguably limited
generalisability of the research findings. However, (Flyvbjerg, 2006) debunk the myth that
generalisability is the ultimate ideal in social science research. In the case of this thesis, we are
making a valuable contribution in gaining knowledge about the potential of participatory planning
for digital twin cities – regardless of the generalisability. As such, the objective of this thesis is not
per se to draw a reflective account of all digital twin cities initiatives but to identify the critical
cases for this particular phenomenon – citizen participation in digital twin cities - on hand. Hence,
it is a debate as to whether generalization is an appropriate requirement to demand of case study
research. Nonetheless, relevant steps were taken to improve the external validity. First of all, three
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critical cases were selected for comparison. While a critical case study already presents a typical
case, according to Giddens (1984), “carrying out case studies in numbers, judgments of their
typicality can justifiably be made” (p.328). Within this means, the three carefully selected cases
were analysed with the same tools and theoretical concepts to improve the ration of
generalisation. Particularly, the theoretical model and forthcoming concepts and typology have
been proven as a valuable tool in other case studies. The typology of citizen participation by
Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a) is applicable in a variety of smart city initiatives e.g., urban
dashboards. This suggests that the results may further allow the generalisation of findings (Yin,
2014). Thereby, the findings of this research can be compared to other or future research on
digital twin cities or similar digital initiatives that employ the scaffold for their analysis.
With regards to reliability, issues might arise with the exact replicability of processes and
results given the qualitative nature of the research and the dynamic character of the investigated
digital twin city projects. To address this shortcoming, this thesis followed several steps to
enhance the reliability of process and results. As such, a comprehensive set of data from several
cases was collected according to the conceptual framework. The conceptual framework had been
successfully applied in empirical studies a priori this research, which illustrates the replicability
of the processes. Additionally, quantitative elements were included by counting the frequencies
of codes as a parameter for increased reliability of the process. To ensure the replicability of the
results, interviews were recorded and transcribed. All the sources of this research were reviewed
and systematically coded in MAXQDA 2020 (VERBI Software, 2019). Thereby, the analysis process
can be reviewed and confirmed at a later point in time, which enhances credibility and reliability
(Van Thiel, 2014). The coding schemes used for the analysis are presented in appendix A, whereas
appendix C and D comprise the analysed documents and interviews.
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4. Findings: Unpacking three European digital twin cities and
their citizens
The following chapter reports the findings from the data collection to describe and explore
citizen participation across different European digital twin cities. Each case is presented
separately before comparing and amalgamating the findings across the different cases. Following
the conceptualisation of the digital twin city as a socio-technical assemblage, this thesis puts forth
that each digital twin city is constructed through the interaction between people and technology
in a particular context. Different digital twin cities as socio-technical assemblages may thus
produce different forms of citizen participation. Hence, to explain the varying degrees of citizen
involvement and the influencing factors, the first section of each case study is dedicated to reveal
insights of the participatory nature and vision of the digital twin city, its purpose and functions
(SRQ1). The second section of each case study identifies the degree of citizen participation in the
digital twin city development according to the adopted conceptual framework. It first presents the
discursive intents within which the citizen participation in the digital twin city is framed, and then
presents the translation into practice by identifying the nature of engagement, the adopted role of
citizens, modality, and level of citizen participation (SRQ2). To conclude each case analysis
section, it is thereby identified if there is a gap between the discursive intents and the realized
degree of involvement in the digital twin city. After an overview and interim conclusion on the
findings of the three digital twin cities, the final section assesses the extent of this gap by analysing
the most prominent influencing factors on the varying degrees of citizen participation (SRQ 3).

4.1 The digital twin city of Herrenberg
4.1.1 The digital twin city as a translational tool
The digital twin city of Herrenberg was curated as part of the interdisciplinary living lab
project ‘Reallabor Stadt: quartiere 4.0’ (2016 – 2019) in cooperation with several scientific and
non-scientific partners. It was one of fourteen living lab projects funded by the state of BadenWürttemberg since 2015 that set out to tackle the evident metropolitan challenges from climate
friendly living, new forms of mobility and the digitalization of everyday life. The main focus of the
living lab ‘Reallabor Stadt: quartiere 4.0’ was to strengthen “sustainable urban planning through
the application of innovative (digital) tools and formats in the planning and participatory
processes” (Dembski et al., 2019, p.7). While this overarching goal of the living lab was eventually
driving the digital twin city development, the digital twin application was not an inherent
prerequisite in the project proposal. However, already early in the process, one of the living lab
project developers (respondent 1; project developer) who had been working with digital twin
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technologies at the High Performance Computing Centre Stuttgart (HLRS) put forth the idea “to
project this concept [of digital twins] onto urban spaces” (respondent 1; project developer).
Following the ideation, the aim and vision of the digital twin city emerged through the
interaction of the living lab actors (each with their own research questions and expertise), the
municipality and citizens in the first year. The aim was as follows: the digital twin city was not
envisioned as “an end in itself but as a tool that aids in decision-making processes in urban
planning” (respondent 2; living lab project developer). More specifically, the goal of the digital
twin city was to picture the totality of the urban domain by translating complex ecological and
“invisible social data” (respondent 1; project developer) into a visual and intuitive format. By
creating this common language, the digital twin city was intended to operate as a translational
tool that visualises and communicates the complex urban information and potential future
scenarios to a wide audience (Doct 1, Dembski et al., 2019). According to the project developers
(respondent 1 & 2), this would provide an equal discussion base that allows citizens that are not
familiar with the expert language of urban planners to participate in the debates for a democratic
decision-making and planning process. At the same time, the digital twin city was described as a
magnet or form of “participatory circus” (respondent 1; project developer) to attract the citizens
in the participatory processes through entertainment and spectacle. By this means, it ought to
address and attract many subsets of the community e.g., youth or disabled that are often
overlooked and excluded from the participation process according to one of the living lab actors
(respondent 5; project developer). Evidently, the main users envisioned by the project developers
were a variety of citizens and the municipal actors.
The vision was translated into practice through a series of data collection methods in the
course of the living lab project, which were synthesised in the digital twin city model and tested
in an immersive VR environment. The digital twin city model integrated both quantitative datasets
(e.g., air pollution, air flow and traffic) and the ‘invisible’ social data, which was brought to the
surface through crowdsourcing and citizen science projects. Citizens were, for example, able to
provide data on their pedestrian and cycling movements or indicate their perception of the quality
of a location via a mobile APP (Doc 1, Dembski et al., 2019). Additionally, citizens were involved
in expanding the sensor network to measure air pollution. Eventually, the data was synthesised
in the COllaborative VIualization and Simulation Environment COVISE1 and embedded in the
immersive 3D VR CAVE2. This physical CAVE is stationed at the HLRS in Stuttgart, but at the time
COllaborative VIsualization and Simulation Environment - an extendable distributed software environment to
integrate simulations, post-processing, and visualization functionalities in a seamless manner (HLRS, 2016).
2 Cave automatic virtual environment - an immersive virtual reality environment compromised of a cube-shaped VR
room within which the walls, floors and ceiling are projection screens. CAVE users usually navigate and interact in the
room with VR headset and data gloves or joysticks (Vigmore, 2016).
1
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of the living lab project was also available in mobile format. With VR glasses in the CAVE (Figure
5), 5-10 users could intuitively navigate through the 3D environment at the same time (Doc 1,
Dembski et al., 2019).

Figure 5 Users in the VR digital twin city CAVE (Dembski & al., 2019).

Within the means of the physical boundaries of Herrenberg’s digital twin city, the citizens
and municipal actors, as the envisioned end-users, may interact in the CAVE and respond to
existing information or future simulations to learn about urban phenomena and engage in
discussions (Doc 1, Dembski et al., 2019). Following the living lab project 2019, the municipality
intended to employ the potential of the digital twin city for making the new Integrated Mobility
Development Plan (IMEP 2030). However, the plan required the input and participation of a large
part of the population which considerably exceeds the capacity of 5-10 people in the CAVE. Next
to these physical barriers, personnel change in the municipality and the COVID-19 pandemic
stagnated the contact between the living lab actors and the municipality. Consequently, the
learning process to put the digital twin city to optimal use through exchange of know-how and
building the necessary infrastructure was not sustained. As a result, one of the municipal actors
of Herrenberg perceived the digital twin city as nothing more than a wooden model and posed the
critique that is “a bit flat to use digital participation just by making possible developments visible”
(respondent 10; municipal user). On the one hand, this critique puts forth a valid limitation of the
participatory functions of the current digital twin city, as merely a visualisation tool and not a
participatory tool per se. On the other hand, the lacking awareness and capacity to leverage the
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full potential of the digital twin city indicates that the initiative was not properly embedded in the
local government structures.
Overall, the digital twin city of Herrenberg is supposed to function as a visual translational
tool that presents the complexity of urban domain in an intuitive way to engage citizens and
municipal actors. It ought to allow citizens to participate in the decision-making process by
providing a common discussion platform in the analogue VR environment. However, due to the
limited understanding and access to the digital twin city by the envisioned end-user, it puts into
questions if the digital twin city is able to fulfil its promised potential of enhancing participatory
processes. To follow-up on this question, the next section provides a deeper analysis of the
realised citizen participation in the digital twin city of Herrenberg.

4.1.2 Integrating participation and entertainment in the digital twin city of
Herrenberg
The digital twin city development of Herrenberg was driven by a clear goal in terms of
citizen participation: citizens were envisioned as partners and empowered actors in the urban
planning process (Dembski et al., 2020). The digital twin city was supposed to enhance the
democratic participation processes by (1) encouraging the participation of a variety of citizens
through an intuitive and ‘spectacle-like’ experience, and (2) providing a translational aid of
complex information for a levelled discussion among actors. Evidently, the citizen engagement
strategy was framed and justified by strong deliberative democracy, partnership, and co-creation
discourses in combination with discourses of entertainment. The question remains if the digital
twin city as a participatory circus or spectacle results in meaningful citizen participation once
realized in practice.
In practice, the citizen participation goals were translated by engaging citizens in three
different stages of the digital twin development: (1) prior to the design, (2) during the data
collection, (3) during the testing phase of the interim digital twin city. Prior to the actual design
(1), the project developers tried “to identify the topics, not only those desired by the city, but also
the interests of the population” (respondent 1; project developer). In this stage, citizens could
suggest and express their ideas, but it was not guaranteed that these ideas would be executed. In
the consecutive stages (2), the citizens were included in the data generation that feed the digital
twin city. Citizens were for example engaged in a citizen science project for establishing an air
pollution sensor network: Together with citizens, sensors were built and distributed throughout
the city. Additionally, the youth could indicate their emotions and express their opinion by placing
emojis and comments on places via the Real Labor Tracker and #Stadtsache app according to one
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of the living lab actors (respondent 2). This form of engagement indicates the ‘act’ of collecting
data. Eventually, upon presentation of the prototype in the CAVE (3), the citizens could experience
the digital twin city and were able to discuss, provide feedback with a questionnaire on the user
friendliness and overall format of the digital twin city.
As such at different stages, citizens were able to adopt different roles. They were used as
both catalysts of good ideas and thoughts for the ideation process, as well as deliverers of socio,
economic and ecological data. Eventually, citizens became testers and recipients of information.
By providing complex information in an objective and entertaining way, one of the municipal
actors argued that citizens transform from mere recipients of information and “spectators to a
participatory spectator” (respondent 10; municipal user). The previously described nature of
engagement and role of citizens was inherent to the attempt of the project developers to adopt a
combined top-down and bottom-up approach. This approach seeks for an adaptive learning
process in which citizens are informed and empowered while policy makers receive data for
better decision-making. However, as the digital twin city development was primarily research
driven and research actors remained in positions of the final decision-maker of the technical
design, the digital twin city initiative tends towards a top-down modality. Consequently, despite
the spectrum of roles and engagement, the evidence prominently suggests a hybrid level of
various forms of participation (‘consultation’ and ‘information’) and ‘entertainment’ – in another
word: partici-tainment.
Despite positive feedback of users in the VR environment, the realised form of citizen
participation did not fully account for the deliberative democracy, co-creation and ‘partnership’
goals between local governments, living lab actors, and citizens. This gap between the vision and
reality can be traced back to several issues. First of all, the digital twin city of Herrenberg lacks a
clear vision which is shared by the involved actors. Among the living lab actors, the digital twin
city is described as a tool that digitally represents the city or a participatory circus. In comparison
to the municipal actors, the digital twin city provokes different visions: the digital twin city is seen
as a digital version of a wooden model, while others envision the digital twin as a parallel digital
world (respondent 10). Among the experts, the question was even raised “whether you can create
the real twin” (respondent 7; expert). While this analysis refrains from positioning the accuracy
of one vision over another, one of the experts revealed that “society must also have a picture of
what function the [digital twin city] should have in the planning or information process, and the
more unclear the picture, the lower the impact on the overall process” (respondent 6; expert). This
suggests that the digital twin city provokes ambiguous visions and expectations that do not match
the currently feasible reality and thus make the digital twin city initiative bound-to fail.
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Next to a lack of clear vision of the digital twin city, the city was ill-equipped for putting
the digital twin city to optimal use. The technical infrastructure of digital twin city was located at
the HLRS in Stuttgart and had to be physically moved to a different location to be used in a citizen
participation process. Thus, neither the city nor the citizens had the autonomy to make free use of
the digital twin city for their own purpose which represents another barrier to open accessibility.
However, even if the digital twin city was located in-house, the municipality neither had the
capacity nor technology to maintain and use the digital twin city autonomously (respondent 1;
project developer). Although one motivation of the research project of the digital twin city was to
prevent external dependency on private companies, even at the end, it was still under
consideration how to truly strengthen the role of the city’s citizens in the production of public
evidence by making technologies more accessible and usable (respondent 1; project developer).
In summary, the degree of citizen involvement in the digital twin city of Herrenberg
suggests to be on the level of ‘Tokenism’ according to Cardullo & Kitchin’s framework (2019a).
Citizens are mostly spectators of the digital twin city circus with limited options for consultation
and feedback mechanisms. As such, citizens are engaged and entertained but cannot obtain power
in the decision-making process. This brings to light a new form participation that has thus far not
been captured in the scaffold by Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a), namely partici-tainment. Eventually,
the digital twin city of Herrenberg can still be adjusted in the varied projects and applications
according to the decision-makers ideas and intents. Thereby, the form of citizen participation
depends on the application of the digital twin city in a particular locale. However, in order to
achieve true citizen empowerment certain factors need to be considered that influence citizen
participation in the digital twin city (see section 4.5).

4.2 The 3D digital twin of Helsinki
4.2.1 The digital twin city as an open innovation platform
Unlike the digital twin city of Herrenberg, Helsinki’s first digital twin city was initiated by
the city administration rather than by an academic research project. In particular, the Helsinki 3D+
Digital City team, which has been responsible for the development of Helsinki’s 3D digital city
models for the past six years, plays one of the key roles in the development of the digital twin city
(respondent 3; project developer). In partnership with Forum Virium - the City of Helsinki’s
innovation consortium that works together with companies, residents, and the city to produce
new digital services -, they form an innovation unit of the City of Helsinki tasked with the
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development of the digital twin city in the Kalasatama area3. The project was funded by the
national digitalisation program of the Finish government KIRA-digi4 and lasted from May 2018
until January 2019.

Figure 6 Digital twin city of Kalasatama area in Helsinki (Elliott, 2019).

The aim and vision of the digital twin city of Helsinki is to function as an open-data
platform to increase the understanding of urban phenomena, design better urban services and
stimulate innovativeness. This aim is nested in Helsinki’s strategy to become the most functional
city in the world (Doc 9, Helsinki City Strategy 2017-2021). The premise was that a functional city
not only provides smooth services and higher quality of life for citizens, but it is also the best
economic and business policy for companies and experts to tackle global problems (Doc 7,
Helsinki City Strategy 2017-2021). Integral to the strategy is a democratic approach towards
public data through transparent and open-data services. Hence, open data platforms, such as the
digital twin city, are supposed to encourage innovation and co-creation with companies, experts
and citizens to design a resource-efficient built environment, support the carbon neutrality
ambitions by 2035 and overall improve the quality of life (Doc 29, European Commission, 2020).
Urban platforms and models (e.g., Helsinki Region Infoshare or Energy & Climate Atlas)
commonly provide historical data, and current data through IoT to provide an “objective analysis
of the city” according to the project developer (respondent 3; project developer). In comparison
Kalasatama is a new construction area which functions as a model district of Helsinki’s Smart City innovation and
development strategy since 2013. Through experimentation and co-creation with the residents, businesses, and other
stakeholders in the area, the goal is to create a smart and sustainable district that contributes to Helsinki’s innovation
and carbon neutrality goals by 2035/ Urban revitalization and economic development.
4 http://www.kiradigi.fi/en/front-page.html
3
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to other platforms, the digital twin additionally sets itself apart with its ability analyse and
generate “what if” scenarios to investigate the future (Doc 7, KIRA-digi final report, 2019).
According to project developer, these digital twin city functions may allow a city to become 20%
more resource-efficient which basically translates to getting a fifth of a city for free by saving
resources, which is highly relevant in light of the growing urban population (respondent 3). So,
under the motto “design, test and build first digitally” (Doc 7, KIRA-digi final report, 2019), the
digital twin city of Helsinki aims to analyse what works and what is needed to succeed in the city
(respondent 3; project developer). Evidently, the digital twin city is supposed to function as
innovation and “a simulation platform for designing, testing, applying and servicing the entire
lifecycle of the built environment” (Doc 7, KIRA-digi final Report, 2019). Thereby, various actors
in Helsinki are supposed to be enabled to co-create the most functional city.
In light of this goal, the digital twin city was realised in practice as follows. The Helsinki
3D+ City team produced two high-quality digital twin models of the Kalasatama area: a visually
high-quality reality mesh model based on aerial photography5 (physically more accurate; Figure
6) and a semantic city information model (more scientific and analytical). The former is suitable
for design projects and online services, whereas the latter allows for a variety of analyses based
on the renovation history, solar energy and heat savings data. Both models were provided online
as open data services via hri.fi/data. Through the open-data principles the digital twin city is in
theory open to everyone to use. However, according to the project developer (respondent 3),
professionals and experts in the city administration and industry are primarily envisioned as the
end-users. The municipality, for example, can use the digital twin city to test and improve city
services as well as ideate and develop new opportunities (respondent 3; project developer).
Besides the municipality, stakeholders e.g., in the construction sector “can use the platform for
their own purposes or innovations. Let’s say circular economy or maybe for private services”
(respondent 3; project developer). Citizens may also employ the digital twin cities for their own
benefit; however, the optimal use of semantic models requires the knowledge and experience of
trained specialists. Thus, according to the project developer, citizen groups make best use of the
platform by hiring “an architect, who is then able to use the open city model on the open data
platform and come up with a solution for a reasonable price” (respondent 3; project developer).
This suggests that even though citizens are supposed to be the primary beneficiary, citizens are
not the primary users. Instead, the technical design is mostly laid out to fuel creativity and
entrepreneurial activities among industry actors or the city administration.

5

They took 3000 photos and programmatically turned them into a point cloud and further into a triangular mesh.
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In summary, the aim and function of the digital twin city is manifold. On the one hand, it
may function as a visualisation tool of urban data to enable decision-making, interaction, and
communication on objective facts and enhance the understanding of urban phenomena. On the
other hand, it may work as an innovation and simulation tool for improving the city services and
for entrepreneurial innovation processes. However, the difficulty to operate the models may
hinder some user groups from fuelling the capacities of the digital twin city. Hence, in contrary to
the democratic approach to make the platforms widely accessible through open data services, the
translation into practice suggests that there might be a gap between the democratic and
participatory vision and realisation of digital twin city. The following section delves deeper into
the extent of this gap by looking at the envisioned and realised form of citizen participation in the
digital twin city of Helsinki.

4.2.2 Participation for innovation in the digital twin city of Helsinki
In terms of citizen participation, the goal is to co-create and innovate new public services
with stakeholders including citizens through the open-data platform. By making the public data
openly available, the digital twin city is framed as a ‘commons’ platform that can be trusted on
handling data (Ruohomaki et al., 2018). This “will support co-creation activities where the citizens
are encouraged to share their data for a common cause” (Ruohomaki et al., 2018). Instead of being
passive targets, citizens are envisioned as co-creation partners of the functional city of Helsinki
via the digital twin city (Helsinki City Strategy, 2017-2021). Despite the echoed ‘commons’ and
‘co-creation’ intents, the discourses follow those of an innovation and business rationale. As such,
citizen engagement is framed as a means to generate new opportunities and service concepts for
both urban revitalisation and economic development.
Until now, the intended potential of citizen participation is hardly realised. Citizens can
browse or graphically explore cityscapes - at most, citizens are able to give feedback. For example,
during the testing phase in the Kalasatama area the digital twin city platform was equipped with
a function of the Open Cities Planner application which could be used via mobile devices. In this
example, citizens could study the area in 3D and add feedback with a mobile device (Doc 7, KIRAdigi final report, 2019). In terms of the nature of engagement, the digital twin city development
thus did not allow citizens to negotiate, produce, or suggest but merely receive information.
Following the limited range of engagement, citizens were confined to the role of non-decision
makers during the development of the digital twin city. At most, they were testers, users, and
recipients and source of the information. In contrast, the municipality positioned itself as the
creator of opportunities and provider of evidence. Throughout the development of the digital twin
city, the municipal project developers (Helsinki 3D+ and Forum Virium team) maintained the
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decision-making power. Building on their access to previous models and prior expertise, their
choices and decisions guided and determined the trajectory of the digital twin city. Although a
community manager from the Kalasatama district was represented, citizens were only involved
after the interim completion of the digital twin city. Hence, the development of the digital twin city
remained outside the decision-making power of citizens which suggests a top-down modality.
Altogether, this evidence suggests the prominent level of participation of ‘information’, in which
citizens remain in-the-known through the provision of information and data which they may
potentially use further (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019).
Despite the development of the extensive and openly accessible digital twin city platform,
comparing the discursive intents of citizen engagement and the realised form indicates a gap due
to several challenges. First of all, while this discourse frames the citizen involvement by
presenting citizens as potential innovators and co-creators, the platform is mostly designed for
experts or industry actors e.g., construction and real estate actors. The idea is to “channel the
innovation and creative potential of these companies into city-based services and utility games
that will benefit both Helsinki and businesses” (Doc 9, Helsinki City Strategy 2017-2021). Hence,
although discourses present it as an innovation platform for everyone, it is not directed at ‘regular’
citizens. On the contrary, the project developer (respondent 3) argues that giving citizens too
much decision-making power in the city planning equals giving them a scalpel and letting them
conduct brain surgery on a fellow citizen. It requires “a doctor with proper training, just as city
planning requires a trained urban planner. Hence, the scalpel as the tool should be used by the
doctor – the same goes for the digital twin city as a tool for urban planners” (respondent 3; project
developer). The best example would be when activists’ groups hire someone who can channel the
potential of the digital twin city. This means that the platform is in theory open for all but designed
for experts. Not only does this suggests a form of technocracy in which urban problems are treated
as technical problems that need technocrats to solve them; it also suggests a strong mismatch
between the envisioned forms of participation by Helsinki’s Data Strategy and the envisioned endusers in the digital twin city platform.
Evidently, the perception of the envisioned end user of the digital twin city and added
value of citizens is incremental here. As the analogy of citizens performing brain surgery
illustrated, city planning is supposed to be an expert’s job according to the project developer
(respondent 3). As such the project developer (respondent 3) is “almost a little afraid of letting
citizens randomly put houses there. It is more complicated”. This suggests that the perceived
abilities of the citizens and the added value is performative of the degree of citizen participation.
This further stems in the conceptualization and envisioned role of the digital twin city itself: In the
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case of Helsinki, the digital twin city is perceived as a neutral tool – a technical construct – that
objectively presents information and analysis about the city to solve urban challenges. The local
citizen knowledge is not considered to be of added value in the design of the digital twin city.
Hence, the perception of the envisioned end-user determines the in-built things in the design of
the digital twin city and thus hinders higher levels of citizen participation. This directly translates
into practical issues of technical interoperability of the platform which is too complicated to use
by citizens. The development and maintenance of the digital twin city requires specialized
technical knowledge. However, different formats of the digital twin city models present different
opportunities for usability and navigation. The reality mesh model is for example easier to use,
whereas the CityGML requires technical expertise. Additionally, the feedback function via the
Open City Planner App is not an inherent digital twin city trait. It was only applied locally for a
particular project where citizens could answer questions for a particular purpose. As such the
choice of digital twin city format influences the possible form of citizen participation, as citizens
may not be able to navigate all the formats.
Additionally, the project developer (respondent 3) highlights the challenge and need to
create “a culture that emphasizes data-informed decision making that leverage digital twins"
(respondent 3). To allow digital twins to perform their potential, the authorities need to nurture
a citywide culture of data being open as a method and overall understanding of ICT Technology
(respondent 3; project developer). In the case of Helsinki, this was to be achieved by legal
requirements and political will such as the Nordic MyData Model. This white paper published by
the Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications presents a framework and principles of a
model for a human-centric approach to the managing and processing of personal information. It
has a clear goal of making data transparent and controlled by citizens by collecting data for the
citizens and not of them. This illustrates a strong political and institutional backing of citizencentric data practices in which citizens ought to be empowered in the data and evidence-making
process.
The evidence provided for each indicator suggests the level of participation is ‘Tokenism’
(Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a). Helsinki’s digital twin city top-down development requires little
input from the citizens. However, for the operation of the Helsinki digital twin city systematic and
continuous data collection is needed in which citizens become more collectors and feeders of data.
At most, citizens become passive users of the digital twin city. Hence, the citizens may browse and
educate themselves about the ‘real state’ of the city but are not likely to have the political tools,
knowledge, or time to act upon the generated data. Eventually, using the digital twin city as a
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technical solution to socio-technical problems that is supposed to create the best outcomes in
name of the citizens suggests a civic paternalism approach with technocratic influence.

4.3 The city-scale digital twin of Cambridge
4.3.1 The digital twin city as a shared evidence-base
The digital twin city of Cambridge was ideated within the scope of the four-year research
project Digital Cities for Change (DC2) at the Cambridge Centre for Smart Infrastructure and
Construction and the University of Cambridge. The project aims to cement a new body of
knowledge and necessary skills for city managers, engineers and urban designers in the face of
rapid digital advancement in city design and function. Parallel to the on-going DC2 project, the
National Digital Twin programme was inaugurated by the Centre for Digital Built Britain (UK).
According to one of the project managers, one of their publications “was sort of encouraging the
use of digital twins in built environments and to and for all sorts of particular purposes”
(respondent 4; project developer). In light of this new publication, one of the team members of
the DC2 became alert of the funding opportunities in the National Digital Twin programme and
applied (respondent 4; project developer). Within these funding mechanisms and a set ninemonth time scope in 2019, the project team “was free [to decide] what the city-level digital twin
would be like” (respondent 4; project developer). Despite this freedom, a value -based, democratic
and governance-focused approach was entrenched in the early development of the digital twin
city for two reasons. Firstly, the DC2 project was inherently focused on the relationship between
city managers, engineers, and urban designers. Secondly, the Centre for Digital Built Britain laid
out nine values (Gemini Principles) that are intended to guide purposeful development of secure,
trustworthy and effective digital twins for public good (Doc 27, Bolton, Enzer, & Schooling, 2018).
For example, digital twin applications “must be as open as possible” (p.9), “must be used to deliver
genuine public benefit in perpetuity” (p.9) and “must have clear ownership, governance and
regulation” (Doc 27, Bolton, Enzer, & Schooling, 2018. p.9).
In line with this approach, the vision of the digital twin city initiative of Cambridge was to
build a policy-driven digital twin city for and by the city administration in cooperation with
relevant stakeholders. According to one of the project developers (respondent 4), various urban
digital twins were already developed by market players and sold as solutions to city authorities
around the world. Essentially, “what the future of the city should look like and who it will benefit
[was] decided by a handful of private companies “(Seminar 1). To counter this development, the
vision of the research team was to democratically and collaboratively develop a digital twin city
in a multi-stakeholder setting. The democratic process in turn should produce a more democratic
digital twin city that “contributes to developing more resource and time efficient, effective and
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democratic production of evidence, as well as improved evidence-informed decision-making in urban
planning and management” (Nochta, Wahby, & Li, 2019, p. 29). Evidence builds the basis of
decision-making processes in urban planning (Nochta, Wahby, & Li, 2019, p. 29). It is “derived
from relevant scientific information” (Nochta, Wahby, & Li, 2019, p. 29, p. 5) based on a particular
problem framing and data collection methods. Previously, evidence had been generated by the
existing specialised (static) models and tools which were not properly linked among each other.
However, the project developers identified a need to cross the sectoral- systemic, and
organisational silos to address the interdisciplinary issues “including but not limited to growing
population […] urban sprawl, increasing spatial inequality, economic stagnation and the need to
act on climate change (mitigation and adaptation)”(Nochta, Wahby, & Li, 2019, p. 1). Thus, by
including a variety of data and variety of stakeholders in the digital twin cities, the vision is to
generate a more coherent and comprehensive evidence base to address cross-cutting urban
problems.
Evidently, the policy-driven approach envisioned the digital twin city of Cambridge as a
shared and collaborative evidence-base to develop solutions to interdisciplinary and intersectional policy questions and challenges. Thereby, Cambridge’s digital twin city envisioned a
myriad of other stakeholders (e.g., civil society organisations) as prospective users which ought
to be involved in the collaborative co-development of the digital twin city.
Following the policy-driven approach,
Digital
Twin

the digital twin city vision was not merely
translated into practice in form of a technical
design. Instead, the DC2 team designed and

Digital
Twin
Strategy

adopted a so-called digital twin strategy.
Hence, rather than isolating the development
of the technical design, the digital twin
New
Governance

strategy features a two-way interaction
between the technology – in this case the
digital twin – and the governance aspects

Figure 7 Digital twin city strategy (Nochta et al., 2019).

(Figure 7).
As such, the digital twin city of Cambridge is not understood as a context-free technology
that provides direct solutions. Instead, the technical design (e.g. data sources and advanced data
analytics) and implementation must be informed by the characteristics of the local governance
system (e.g. new competence framework and citizen engagement) to form pro-active policy
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measures. In other words, the digital twin city necessitates a new governance framework to
leverage the analytical power to inform evidence-based decision-making; vice-versa, the digital
twin itself represents a technological drive for change in the governance framework (Nochta et
al., 2019).

Figure 8 Web-based user interface of the digital twin platform for commuting in Cambridge
(Wang, Lan & Parlikad, 2019).

This was realised in practice through a series of workshops and interviews with the key
relevant stakeholders and prospective professional users and academic users of the digital twin
city in a process of knowledge co-production and tool co-development (respondent 4; project
developer). Following an initial workshop where existing program partners (e.g., Cambridge City
Council, Cambridge County Council, the Greater Cambridge Partnership, Resident organisation)
were invited to share their perspective and insights, it was agreed that both mobility and air
pollution were two of the most striking issues, especially in the ever-growing area of the worldleading Biomedical Campus in Cambridge. Hence, following the initial workshops, the first
technical prototype of the digital twin city (Figure 8) was developed with the scenario of
commuting. This first prototype included varied data of how people of different ages and
employment status travel to work, and how different factors (e.g., transport investment, flexible
working or housing development) affect their current and future travel, as well as data of air
pollution (Doc 21, Smart Cambridge Brochure 2019-2020). The first technical prototype was then
introduced to the relevant stakeholders who were able to give further feedback. As such, the
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various datasets and inclusion of different stakeholders resulted in the development of allegedly
holistic and user-friendly digital twin prototype.
Even though, the digital twin city of Cambridge is still a prototype, several challenges
already arose that needed to be addressed to deliver the promised benefits of the digital twin city.
One of the major challenges for the digital twin city remained the integration of data from different
sectors and sources, and how to use this data to support practical and policy interventions while
preventing unintended consequences (manipulation, marginalisation) (respondent 4; project
developer). Without proper consideration there is a risk that digital twins could be used simply to
justify the presence of additional sensors and more siloed data in cities rather than delivering
genuine public good. Moreover, the reports of Cambridge’s digital twin argue, that unravelling the
competency requirements and possible capability gaps is needed to ensure the successful
utilisation of the Cambridge digital twin city in policy decision-making. These investigations
highlighted the importance of both technical (data literacy, data science) and procedural
(communicating data-driven decision-making and enabling public participation) competencies.
In summary, the digital twin city is supposed to support a shared and collaborative
evidence-making process among the prospective users – namely relevant stakeholders in urban
governance - to tackle urban challenges across systematic and organisational silos. Cambridge’s
digital twin city is supposed to adopt a democratic and governance approach that recognises that
the initiative needs to be embedded in the governance structures to leverage its full analytical
potential, whilst acknowledging its driving force to change the current governance system.
However, in order to achieve this full potential an important aspect is to be diligent to avoid
manipulation and marginalisation of citizens. According to the designers putting citizens ‘front
and centre’ pose some of the greatest influences in future digital solutions. The following section
will analyse the status-quo of this parameter.

4.3.2 Representative participation in the city-scale digital twin of Cambridge
One of the key premises of the digital twin city of Cambridge in terms of citizen
engagement is to produce a shared and collaborative evidence-base that is accessible to someone
who is not a data analyst. According to one of the project developers (respondent 4; project
developer), this does not only allow different kinds of interpretations but provides a better basis
for deliberation and discussion, rather than presenting a single truth (respondent 4; project
developer). Not just in the application but also in the development, collaboration and codevelopment in a multistakeholder-setting is a core element in the policy-driven approach of the
digital twin city. As one of the project developers (respondent 4) says “digital twin cities are a new
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concept, we don’t know what they are or could mean. Thus, as more and more digital twin cities are
offered by private companies, this transdisciplinary setting allowed an early-phase involvement in
collaboratively conceptualizing this potential tool.” These promises and aims suggest strong
notions of commons, deliberative democracy, and collaboration, in which actors are presented as
co-decision-makers. Despite the ambitious goal of collaboration and co-creation, the translation
into practices reveals a slightly different reality.
In practice, Cambridge followed several noteworthy steps with regards to the nature of
engagement of participants. The DC2 project conducted three stakeholder workshops with the
prospective end-users (e.g., public and private sector actors, citizen activist groups, residents,
local government actors). The workshops and supplementary interviews covered a wide range of
topics, including under what circumstances they felt a digital twin would be a useful tool, and their
feelings on the collection and use of data to support a digital twin (Doc 22, Connecting
Cambridgeshire online publication, n.d.). Evidently, participants were able to deliberate crucial
democratic concerns. Stakeholders for example insisted that this data should be “displayed and
made easily available to the public” (Doc 23; Connecting Cambridgeshire online publication, n.d.),
indicating a grassroots recognition of the importance of data collection and the potential impact
of the predictions based on these datasets (Doc 23, Connecting Cambridgeshire online publication,
n.d.). After initial deliberation and consecutive interviews, the team designed the digital twin city
in consideration of the relevant stakeholders’ key concerns and interests. An important parameter
was that the technical design of the model should also consider the feedback from users.
According to the project developer (respondent 4), “after the development, the team came back
to give feedback and go back to a co-creationary approach”. As such, stakeholders adopted the
role of proposers and negotiators of what the digital twin city could be. Despite the noble intents
and efforts to include the relevant actors in a collaboration process and co-development, the DC2
were the ones initiating the project and have executive power of the design. This still suggests a
top-down modality but with strong pull towards inclusive and experimental modalities. Overall,
this suggests the level of ‘placation’, in which citizens are engaged by proposing alternatives and
additions in an earlier phase, in combination with hunches of co-creation.
The evidence thus suggests a quite promising approach towards co-creation and
collaboration of the digital twin citizens. However, while the citizens are represented through the
citizen activist group, there is no direct interaction between citizens and decision-makers. The
large majority of the citizens is actually excluded from the process and citizens are only indirectly
represented by the citizen activist group. This suggests a representative form of citizen
participation. Still, the digital twin city relies on the socio-economic data of citizens. Hence, at the
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current moment in time the specific role of citizens is primarily in co-creating, collecting, and
verifying this data (CDBB, p. 15). Hence, the digital twin city of Cambridge is not only
compromised of representative participation, but citizens are also involved through instrumental
participation. This depicts a gap between the intended collaborative forms of participation and
realised representative and instrumental forms of citizen participation. However, according to the
project developer, the role of citizens is not supposed to stop at data-points. Additionally, an
obvious role of citizens should be in the process as the “model has to be interpreted by someone”
(respondent 4). However, as the digital twin city is not properly translated in practice, this
represents an unconfirmed vision. Secondly, the project developer (respondent 4) argues that
focusing on representative forms of participation rather than engaging individual citizens,
ensures a more fruitful and impactful process for the whole community. With a strong citizens
focus, “people expect that they are suddenly heard and that their opinion is realized one-to-one”
(respondent 4; project developer). However, this is impossible: “We are not individual citizens out
there but communities” (respondent 4; project developer). Hence, while citizens are envisioned
to take on a role in the digital twin cities, the digital twin strategy is focused on the community
scale.
Another challenge according to the project developer (respondent 4), is the attitude of the
central governments towards the public sector's role in producing evidence. There are certain
mandates and requirements by the central requirements. These requirements profess the things
you can and cannot do with the digital twin city and thereby, determine the inbuilt things of the
possible digital twin city design. A prominent example is that of data transparency: what type of
information should local authorities open up to citizens and what not? For example, information
that would devalue properties of citizens (e.g., coal mine subsidence). Not only would this cause
serious backlash but also harm the citizens. “It is a sort of lose-lose situation” (respondent 4;
project developer). While this question is of central government territory and not a responsibility
by the digital twin city developers, it may affect the degrees of citizen participation.
Building upon the insights gained from the analysis, the form of citizen participation
within the digital twin city of Cambridge is that of “Tokenism” (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a).
Citizens have a relatively small role in the overall aspects. They are used as data points, yet they
are represented through citizen groups in a multi-stakeholder setting. The stakeholder
involvement followed a collaborative process in which stakeholders were able to be part of the
ideation stage until the evaluation stage. The approach indicates a modality of bottom-up and topdown in an iterative co-creationary process. As such, the analysis of the digital twin city of
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Cambridge revealed a strong collaborative, yet representative form of citizen participation. In the
end, the digital twin is intended to be coordinated by and create benefits for the municipality.

4.4 Overview
The following table presents a condensed overview of the forms of citizen participation
realised in the three different European digital twin cities. While the previous section presented
the nuanced modes of citizen participation in each case, Table 8 only represents the most
prominent codes inferred from the analysis of the forms of citizen participation per initiative.
Table 8 Overview digital twin conceptualisation and modes of citizen participation

Herrenberg

Helsinki

Cambridge

Role of digital twin cities

a translational tool
for partici-tainment

open innovation
platform

a shared evidencebase

Prospective users

Citizens &
municipality

Municipal and
industry actors

Relevant
stakeholders

Indicators of citizen participation

Modality

Top-down/ Bottomup approach

Top-down approach

Top-down/ Bottomup approach
Collective
Experimental

Discourse

Co-creation
Entertainment

Commons
Innovation (Market)

Co-creation
Rights

Nature of Engagement

Act, Suggest,
Produce

Inform, Innovate

Ideas, Negotiate,
Feedback

Role expected/ adopted
by citizens

Proposers,
Recipients, Datapoint

Recipient,
Innovator, User

Co-creator, Datapoint

Level of Participation

Consultation,
Partici-tainment,
Tokensim

Information,
Tokenism/ Nonparticipation

Placation,
Representative
participation,
Tokenism
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Based on the case analysis of the three digital twin cities, we can draw an interim
conclusion that the different digital twin cities adopt different roles in the urban planning process
and thus comprise different types of citizen involvement. The digital twin city of Herrenberg is
supposed to function as a translational and entertainment tool for the city and its citizenry, while
Helsinki’s digital twin city is intended to operate as an open available innovation platform for
municipal and industry actors. In Cambridge, the digital twin city is mostly laid out as a shared
evidence-base for a variety of stakeholders, in which citizens are involved through a form of
representative participation. In practice, this translated into different technical designs, functions
and features, usability, data collection and representation.
In terms of citizen engagement, all in all, the tendencies lean towards forms of tokenism
and non-participation rather than true citizen empowerment. Citizens may be involved at various
stages and in different roles in the participatory processes, but they are nonetheless confined to a
limited range of control in the decision-making processes. This means that true bottom-up,
collective digital twin city initiatives have hardly emerged. The discussion will delve deeper into
meaning, relevance and importance of these findings and compare it with the existing literature.
The fact that the results show varied participation of citizens in the digital twin city provides the
opportunity to compare the findings and distil which factors influence the varying degrees of
citizen involvement.

4.5 Factors influencing the degree of citizen participation
To develop a better understanding of the varying degrees of citizen involvement among
the three digital twin cities discussed in this thesis, it is important to look at the influential factors
that determine the citizen involvement strategy. Although the previous section identified several
challenges in each of the digital twin cities, the comparison and synthesis of the findings allowed
the identification of the five most prominent factors influencing citizen involvement across the
three cases. Analysis of the interviews and documents used in this research demonstrates that
these five factors are:
(a) the socio-technical consideration of the digital twin city;
(b) the role of citizens in data integration;
(c) usability of interface;
(d) spaces of interaction for adaptive learning; and
(e) institutional, governmental, and public support.
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The first factor (a) refers to the socio vs. technical orientation of the digital twin city; the
degree to which the digital twin city is merely considered a technical vs socio-technical construct.
The second factor (b) focuses on the role of citizens at the intersection between virtual and
physical space of the digital twin city, namely in the evidence and data production and
interpretation. The third factor (c) entails the extent to which the features and interfaces are laid
out for citizens to make use of them autonomously. The fourth factor (d) refers to the spaces of
interaction in which the deliberative and adaptive learning process takes place between various
actors. Finally, the fifth factor (e) compromises the institutional, governmental, and public support
in the governance and maintenance of the digital twin cities.
On the following page Table 9 describes how these five factors were evident in each of the
digital twin cities. The rest of this section provides a more detailed explanation of the identified
factors and presents an assessment of each digital twin cities’ performance for each of the five
factors.
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Table 9 Influential factors on the citizen participation in digital twin cities

Influential Factors

Description

Herrenberg

Helsinki

Cambridge

The socio-technical
consideration of the digital
twin city

Degree to which the digital
twin city is considered a
technical vs socio-technical
construct

Digital twin city considered
a technical tool that creates
common language but
intends to reveal the
“invisible” social data in the
digital twin city

Considered to be a technical
and value-free medium that
builds the basis of decisionmaking

Considered as a sociotechnical construct that is
shaped by and shapes
governance and knowledge
co-production within the
digital twin city strategy

The role of citizens in data–
and evidence-making

The role of citizens in the data
production, integration, and
interpretation to produce
shared evidence

Data co-produced by
citizens, yet they have
limited access to the data
and digital twin city

City produces evidence that
is available to the commons

City and stakeholders coproduce evidence; citizen
role envisioned in data
interpretation

Usability of interface

How usable the interfaces are
for citizens to make use of them
autonomously

Interface directed towards
citizens, yet citizen access is
limited

Interface directed to all, but
most usable for
professionals

Interface directed towards
academics, professionals,
and stakeholders

Spaces of interaction for
adaptive learning

Whether the space for
participation is in digital or
physical places/spaces

In-person

Virtual/Hybrid

In-person

Institutional, governmental,
and public support

Whether governance of, and
support for, urban planning
based on the digital twin city is
shared by different actors

Digital twin city not wellembedded in governance
structures despite strong
institutional support

Well-embedded in existing
governance structures
through strong municipal
and public support,

Governance approach that
builds one the support of a
variety of actors
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a. Socio-technical consideration of the digital twin city
The power and utility of the digital twin city is the claim that it is a realistic digital replica
and simulation environment of the city that can aid decision-making processes. They purport to
enable an objective and factual evidence-based model for understanding urban phenomena,
monitoring, and evaluating urban services, and simulating new policies and interventions.
In Herrenberg, the digital twin city is considered an objective tool based on a common
language that produces a particular understanding of the city. In this case, the city which the
digital twin city replicates, is considered a complex ecosystem shaped by different types of
knowledge. As such they attempt to represent the ‘invisible’ social data in the model. However, it
professes the use of one common language. Consequently, some information and knowledge is
flattened in the representation of the digital twin city.
In the case of Helsinki, the digital twin city is perceived as an expert tool, a technical
construct that objectively presents information and analysis about the city to help experts solve
urban challenges and generate innovation. The digital twin city is hence considered a neutral tool
or a value-free medium. However, despite being represented as the single truth, the digital twin
city of Helsinki merely represents one form of spatial knowledge. Local citizen knowledge is not
considered to be of added value in the design of the digital twin city. Hence, the monitoring and
evaluation activities are framed in a powerful realist epistemology which presents one type of
knowledge as the basis for urban solutions.
Conversely, in the case of Cambridge, the digital twin city is not just considered a neutral
context-free technology but is embedded in the digital twin city strategy. This strategy integrates
the digital twin city within the networked governance approach in Cambridge. Thereby, it
acknowledges that the design of the digital twin city produces certain outcomes for the
governance of Cambridge, and that the governance of Cambridge produces outcomes for the
digital twin city. This consideration shows that Cambridge is not only participation-oriented but
also considers the networked and performative nature of the digital twin city.
Overall, the findings thus show that the consideration of the socio-technical nature of the
digital twin city influences the degree of the citizen participation. The socio-technical
consideration determines the epistemology and which facts are represented in the model. It also
determines the in-built functions of the digital twin city, and in turn the representation and
abilities of citizens in the digital twin city.

b. Citizens in the data production and interpretation
As previously discussed, the digital twin city compromises a virtual representation and
physical entity or process which is connected through data and evidence. Hence, an influential
factor on the degree of citizen participation in the digital twin cities is the role of citizens in the
data practices. For enhanced participatory urban planning in digital twin cities, it is thus
influential to consider: What is the role of citizens in the production of data? Who decides what
data is integrated? How can citizens access the data? And to what extent are citizens involved the
data interpretation?
In the case of Herrenberg, citizens have a clear role in the evidence production through a
variety of data collection methods. They are voluntarily involved in the data collection and are
free to disengage from the activities at any time. Not only is the data generated by the citizens, but
they are also supposed to be involved in the interpretation of this data. However, according to one
of the project developers, a cooperation between public and private actors would result in the
best evidence.
In the case of Helsinki, the digital twin city aims to be the main evidence producer based
on the premise that municipal actors should produce better evidence for participatory urban
planning through increased data control than external market service providers. Through the
open data services the data is collectively owned by the commons. However, to make full use of
these open data services, a city-wide data culture is crucial to leverage the full power of digital
twins for data-informed decision-making.
In the case of Cambridge, the digital twin city is supposed to be owned by the city. The
evidence is thus maintained by the municipality but is collectively produced and interpreted by
several stakeholders. Although it is not yet realized, citizens are intended to have a prominent role
in the data interpretation. However, thus far, citizens play a minor role in the data and evidence
production.
Limited access to the evidence base may reduce trust in the produced evidence and
scepticism concerning data value. The apparent lack of transparency results in a ‘black box’
perception of data and modelling. Coupled with limited scope for scrutiny, this has been shown to
create uncertainty regarding the value of evidence to support decision-making that is produced
through modelling exercises.
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c. Usability of interface
As the contact point between users and the digital twin city, the interface and incorporated
features determine what users can see and do with the digital twin city. As such, the usability of
these layouts for citizens affords the modes of citizen participation. Each of the digital twin cities
in this research presented different interfaces. These interfaces were directly informed by the
envisioned end-users.
In Herrenberg, a particular focus was put on the citizens that are supposed to be
empowered in the participatory processes. Therefore, the design of the digital twin city is laid out
in an intuitive and user-friendly format that creates a shared visual language between the
municipal actors and citizens.
In the case of Helsinki, city planning is considered an expert’s job and as such the design
was mostly expert-oriented for municipal and industry actors.
In Cambridge, municipal actors, professionals in local authorities, and relevant
stakeholders, including local government actors, private actors, or citizen groups, ought to be able
to operate the digital twin city. Rather than focusing on the wishes of individual citizens, the digital
twin city of Cambridge is more stakeholder- and community-oriented in line with a representative
form of participation. Consequently, the interface is laid out for professionals and academic users.
This perception of the envisioned end-users determines the inbuilt functions and
elements, jointly referred to as usability, of the digital twin, and hence what citizens can or cannot
do. Yet, in all three cases, the evidence-base is produced by the city governments. This results in
increased data control when compared to conventional services by market players.
d. Spaces of interaction for adaptive learning
Another prominent factor that influenced the degree of citizen participation was the
continuity and adaptivity of the learning process enabled through spaces of interaction. Inherent
to the discourse of deliberation and learning processes in citizen participation formats are spatial
metaphors like ‘deepening’, ‘opening’ or ‘broadening’. This suggests that learning in citizen
participation occurs when there is space or room for participation. In the case of the digital twin
cities these processes may occur digitally, in person or in a hybrid format.
In the case of Herrenberg, the forms of participation are primarily executed through direct,
in-person interactions. The actors interact in a physical digital twin city CAVE in the form of group
discussions, dialogues and workshops. However, the digital twin city of Herrenberg also employed
indirect interaction through the collection of opinions through mobile applications. The adaptive
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learning process mostly occurred among the living lab actors, whereas different citizens were
involved in input at various stages of the digital twin city development.
In the case of Helsinki, the digital twin city interaction primarily takes place through the
open data platform. Citizens can provide their opinions and ideas through the open city planner.
However, the digital twin city developers also envision that the digital twin city can be used by
municipal actors to improve their interaction in person. Yet the learning process mostly occurred
in a centralised manner amongst by the innovation team and was not shared with the prospective
users. At this point in time, the virtual spaces of participation and spaces of interaction do not
allow for participatory functions to discuss or give opinions. Instead, they are primarily designed
for browsing and informing.
In the case of Cambridge, participants were involved at an early stage in the problem
definition. In the second stage, they were able to brainstorm the design of the digital twin city.
Eventually, they were able to give feedback on the design. As such, the Cambridge digital twin city
followed a very organised continuous and adaptive learning process between the digital twin city
developers and users. This allowed a constant exchange of knowledge and deliberation of the next
development steps. The workshops and the intended interaction and participation took place inperson.
Thus, the inbuilt participatory functions, or the virtual rooms for participation, determine
if the digital twin city is simply a tool for visualisation or can actually become a meaningful
participation medium that allows for deliberative and adaptive learning processes.
e. Institutional, governmental, and public backing
Another factor shaping citizen participation in digital twin city approaches that has been
diversified across different digital twin cities is the form of institutional, governmental, and public
backing.
In Herrenberg, the digital twin city is well-supported by several institutions and is funded
by the government. However, in terms of implementation it lacks political leadership or clear
ownership to leverage the full potential of the digital twin city. The digital twin city is not wellembedded in governance structures to the extent that several municipal actors questioned the
added value of the digital twin city.
In Helsinki, there is strong municipal support for the digital twin city, which is supposed
to function as the basis for urban planning decision-making. The platform is openly available, in
line with Helsinki’s City Strategy (2017-2021).
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In Cambridge, the digital twin city concept has been explored extensively due to the
institutional and governmental backing of several institutions, such as the National Infrastructure
Commission, the Department of Transport, the Centre for Digital Built Britain and the Digital
Framework Task Group. Through the governance approach to Cambridge’s digital twin city
strategy, it is also well embedded with relevant private and public actors.
Evidently, the better that the digital twin city development is embedded in the governance
networks of institutions, governments and public actors, the better the digital twin cities perform.
This is because governance and maintenance tasks are clearly distributed. When governance and
maintenance tasks are more clearly distributed, it can also become more evident where citizen
participation is possible, beneficial, and/or required. Clear understandings of these tasks can
therefore enhance possibilities for citizen participation.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter drew a detailed account of the participatory visions and functions of the
digital twin cities, as well as their forms of citizen participation according to the analytical
framework. Evidently, this chapter revealed that digital twin cities are not a one-size fits all
‘solution’ or an ‘aid’ for participatory urban planning, nor do they produce a universal mode of
citizen participation across any context. Instead, digital twin cities are iteratively shaped in their
specific context, each establishing different forms of citizen participation. The meaning and
implications of these findings will be discussed in the following chapter.
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5. Discussion: a path towards a participatory digital twin city
transformation
In order to lay out a path towards a participatory digital twin city, this chapter delves into
the meaning, importance and relevance of the insights gained from the three case studies
presented in this thesis. The first section will elaborate on the emerging forms of citizen
participation and influential factors in the digital twin cities. The second section will then zoom
out to discuss what these new insights into the digital twin cities add to the ‘Scaffold of Smart
Citizen Participation’. The third section will debate the implications of this research for urban
planning processes. Ultimately, the chapter elucidates the limitations and concludes with avenues
for further research.

5.1 Emerging forms and influential factors of citizen participation in digital twin
cities
As one of the first research projects to empirically analyse the forms of citizen
participation realised in digital twin cities, this thesis discovered that digital twin cities do not
create a universal degree of citizen participation. Instead, digital twin cities are shaped by and
produce different forms of citizen participation. Within all the initiatives, citizen participation was
prominently framed in strong co-creation and collaboration discourses, which displays a tendency
away from the neoliberal and technocratic ethos prominent in urban digital initiatives (Cardullo
& Kitchin, 2019a; Shelton & Lodato, 2019). Yet, in line with the literature that hardly identified
initiatives with citizen control, citizens in digital twin cities were confined to tokenistic and nondecision-making roles. Nevertheless, the analysis revealed a new form of participation that has
not surfaced in the literature thus far, namely particitainment. Additionally, it uncovered new
shades of recognised forms of citizen participation, namely innovation discourses and
representative forms of citizen participation. These variations were explained by a set of
influential factors. The following sub-sections will elaborate on these revelations, their theoretical
and practical implications, and areas for further research.

5.1.1 Particitainment
By employing interactive immersive environments, VR glasses and other gaming and
entertainment tools in urban planning processes with digital twin cities, citizen participation
becomes intertwined with entertainment. This combination of participation and entertainment
produces new form of citizen participation, namely particitainment. The hybrid participation and
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entertainment discourses, within which this form of citizen participation is framed, hold two big
promises: (1) the ability to attract a variety of citizen groups, especially younger generations; and
(2) the provision of an intuitive and playful format for citizens to easily interact with and
comprehend the urban model. Within this entertaining format, citizens can participate by ‘playing’
or acting as an audience. Thereby, citizens can adopt various roles from an entertained audience
to participatory spectators. As more and more digital twin operators and other urban digital
service providers employ concepts and tools from the gaming and entertainment industry (e.g.,
game engines) (Vanolo & Gabrys, 2014), this type of citizen participation is expected to become of
more importance in the future.
Despite its potentially growing relevance and frequency, it is yet to be seen whether this
form of participation can genuinely increase involvement in decision-making processes, or if it
merely provides a short-term influx of excitement among citizens (Singh & Christmann, 2020).
According to Selle (2011), these kinds of staged and entertaining formats of participation create
the illusion of including citizens in the opinion- and decision-making process without resulting in
increased and/or higher quality participation of citizens. In fact, many of the results of these
processes have no significant impact on urban development and do not change the established
mechanisms of local politics and administration (Selle, 2011). However, Selle’s (2011) critique is
based on an observation of recent developments rather than actual empirical evidence that
investigate the role of citizens in ‘particitainment’ urban planning processes. Therefore, there is a
need for further empirical research that investigates the implications of this form of citizen
participation on the decision-making power of citizens in policy- and decision-making processes.

5.1.2 Innovation discourses
Next to the new emerging form of citizen participation, encompassed by the term
particitainment, this thesis revealed that citizen participation may follow ‘innovation’ discourses,
as in the case of Helsinki. In these discourses, citizens and general stakeholders are understood to
take part in the pursuit of integrated urban revitalization and economic development. As such,
citizens are framed as active or entrepreneurial users that participate in the urban innovation
processes. These new discourses represent a valuable addition to the ‘market’ discourses
identified by Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a).
Citizens may not just be interpreted as consumers or passive users framed in their
‘neoliberal citizenship,’ they can also become pro-active users with agency in the urban economic
revitalisation process (Anttiroiko, 2016). ‘Entrepreneurial users’ and co-creators in innovation, in
which citizens are involved by co-creating and innovating with e.g. Open Data platforms, have
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been identified in previous literature (Cowley, Joss, & Dayot, 2018; Joss, 2017). Nonetheless, the
authors critique that, even within this form of participation, only citizens that are already familiar
with or skilled in technology take part (Peng et al., 2018). Similarly, the majority of citizens in
Helsinki are merely tokenistically involved rather than becoming democratic decision-makers in
the urban planning process. However, as the concept of digital twin cities and their interfaces
evolve towards more intuitive formats and become more established among a variety of groups,
this discourse could potentially become performative in practice. Digital twin cities that are
entrenched in urban planning processes, and which have greater usability, may enable nontechnical-skilled citizens to more readily and effectively participate in innovation processes.

5.1.3 Representative participation
Another important insight was that of representative forms of citizen participation. In this
form, citizens are, for example, represented through citizens’ groups. Thus, even with strong
collaborative efforts from the side of the digital twin developers, citizens were not directly
involved but were instead represented through stakeholder groups.
It can be argued that this not a direct form of interaction and that citizens retain limited
control. However, even participation initiatives where citizens are directly involved, can be seen
to maintain existing power structures as it can concentrate power in the hands of existing elites
or privileged citizen groups in the community. Conversely, the representative nature of this type
of participation could work to level the playing field, creating seats at the table for diverse, underheard citizen and stakeholder groups. If the representation accurately reflects the community,
representative participation could perhaps prevent the creation of a new group of elites.
These representative forms of participation, in which multiple stakeholder groups are
represented aligns with the recent development of governance networks. Interaction in urban
planning processes no longer occurs solely between government actors and citizens. Instead,
governing the urban environment and public services has increasingly become a task for the
diverse stakeholders that interact in urban planning governance networks (Da Cruz, Rode, &
Mcquarrie, 2018). Thus, representative forms of citizen participation may become increasingly
important, as the role of city governments increasingly becomes that of network coordinators
rather than sole public service providers (Da Cruz et al., 2018).
This presents a potential critique of the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ of Cardullo
& Kitchin (2019a), which builds upon the original Ladder of Participation of Arnstein (1969).
Arnstein's (1969) original model is mostly based on the interaction of city governments and
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citizens. While Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a) expand this model and incorporate other powerful
actors (e.g. market players), their model does not account for the diversity of actors that are
interacting in the networked governance of public services. Thus, further research on citizen
participation in the governance networks of digital twin cities is encouraged in order to contribute
to further developing the theory. This research would also help provide answers as to whether
the representative form of citizen participation may lead to better community empowerment and
better governance overall.

5.1.4 Influential factors
The previous sections illustrated that digital twin cities as different socio-technical
assemblages produce different forms and nuances of citizen participation. These varying forms
were influenced by several factors, namely: (a) the socio-technical consideration of the digital
twin city; (b) the role of citizens in data integration; (c) usability of interface; (d) spaces of
interaction for adaptive learning; and (e) institutional, governmental, and public support. A few
digital twin city scholars recognised that digital twin cities are situated within their own contexts
and can be adjusted based on various factors (Nochta et al., 2020; Tao, Zhang, et al., 2018).
Scholars such as Tao, Zhang, Liu, & Nee, (2018) point out that because digital twins “exhibit
different characteristics [at different stages], the understanding and practice of digital twins
cannot be separated from specific objects, specific applications, and specific needs” (p.11). This
research confirms that digital twin cities are a contextual and situated technology which can occur
in several interesting combinations for different contexts and purposes, with varying results.
Moreover, this indicates that digital twin cities can be used to create citizen-empowered urban
planning even though no such initiatives have been identified thus far. Additionally, the positivist
literature on digital twins has largely failed to identify these variable characteristics in its analysis.
The literature has also been particularly neglectful of non-technical factors (Shahat et al., 2021b).
Hence, the factors presented in this thesis are the first to be identified as determining factors
specifically for the distinct concept of digital twin cities.
With its pioneering role in identifying the nuances of, and factors that impact, citizen
participation in digital twin cities, this thesis presents a significant contribution to the theoretical
and practical discussion of digital twin cities in urban planning. The majority of authors in this
field have merely made promises regarding the possibilities of citizen participation without
empirical analysis of the extent to which these are fulfilled in practice (Deren et al., 2021; White
et al., 2021). This study is the first empirical study to do so. Compared to the related literature on
digital urban models, e.g. visual or participatory platforms or urban dashboards, citizens were
found to be mostly included instrumentally (Anttiroiko, 2016) and were categorised into the
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information category (Cardullo & Kitchin, 2019a). This thesis however found that the picture is
more nuanced, with more variable forms of inclusion and categorisation across the forms of
citizen participation employed in different digital twin cities as part of the next-generation of
urban models. Further research would be needed to confirm the relevance and significance of the
new emerging forms of participation. Additional research on other urban digital twins would be
beneficial to assess the impact, in practice, of the influential factors identified in this thesis.
Practically, this research would enable practitioners to make more sound decisions based on the
analysis of the factors and nuances in their context.

5.2 Implications for the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’
Section 5.1 has discussed the practical and theoretical implications of the findings
presented in this thesis, as well as an initial discussion of gaps in the literature and possible
avenues for further research. This section focuses more closely on the possible theoretical
contributions of the findings presented. The discussion here therefore suggests an expansion of
the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ in order to better understand citizen participation.
The analysis of this research has provided new insights for the validity of the ‘Scaffold of
Smart Citizen Participation’ by Cardullo & Kitchin (2019a). Firstly, not only can citizens take on
different roles in the participation processes generally, but they can also take them on at different
stages in the process. The scaffold is based on the premise that, in order for citizens to gain power
in the decision-making process, they need to be involved from the early planning stage (comprised
of agenda-setting, decision-making, -planning, and -designing) as well as the delivery stage
(comprised of commissioning, management, delivery, monitoring, and evaluation). Even though
more participative forms of citizen participation are assumed to encompass early-stage citizen
involvement, it is not explicitly incorporated into to the scaffold. Moreover, the forms of citizen
participation for urban digital twins are not set in stone but are instead adjustable to local factors.
However, in the actual scaffold the dynamic, and changing nature of citizen participation, is not
properly reflected. The framework falls short of capturing this dynamic nature and addressing the
influence of factors (e.g., economic or social status) in the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’.
Therefore, further development of the scaffold would benefit from an iteration that acknowledges
the different stages of the planning process.
Still, despite presenting an oversimplification that does not represent the full complexity
of citizen participation in digital twin cities, the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ continues
to be of high heuristic value. It represents a more extensive typology of citizen participation in our
digitalized cities than previously developed which provides four relevant indicators (modality,
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discourses, nature of engagement and role of citizens) that are useful for the comparison of
different imagined and realised citizen participation. In theory and practice, it may serve as a
toolbox to identify the status-quo but should not be taken as a normative judgment or assessment
as different initiatives and different stages in the planning process require different forms of
participation.
Finally, most practitioners and scholars frame digital twin city initiatives and discussion
within smart city policies and literature (Dembski et al., 2020; Deren et al., 2021; Nochta et al.,
2020). As such, using the theoretical tool from smart city literature to study digital twin cities
presented itself as a logical choice. Moreover, previous studies had shown the scaffold’s utility to
investigate citizen participation across a variety of smart city initiatives. Thus, by using the tool of
the smart city literature, I positioned the digital twin cities on the same conceptual level as another
smart city initiative. However, digital twin cities are claimed to build a new fundamental basis for
the coordination of smart city initiatives and the ultimate tool for smart city development.
Considering this transformative and fundamental role that digital twin cities are speculated to
play in the smart city development, it is questionable whether digital twin cities can be put in the
same category as other smart city initiatives. Do they merely represent a tool within the smart city
development or do digital twin cities actually stand in a different relation to the smart city? Do
digital twin cities, for example, produce new discourses that could potentially even replace smart
city narratives? In turn, this points in the direction of further research into the transformative role
of digital twin cities and the integration and interaction with smart cities. This could for example
be tackled through inductive practice-based research that holistically analyses the changed
practices, meanings and competencies in the smart city through the introduction of the digital
twin city. For the study of participatory urban planning, this means that inductive research or
frameworks outside the smart city literature could provide new revelations to further understand
the role of citizens in the digital twin city transition.

5.3 Implications for participatory urban planning
Recalling the introduction to this thesis, the desire to “see over, under and through”
(Gelernter, 1991, p.1) our complex urban environment, to understand and design it, lies at the
very core of urban planning (Wilson, 1968). The projection of the digital twin technology onto
urban spaces created the utopian idea that we are closer than ever to fulfilling this desire.
Certainly, the power and utility of the digital twin city lies in its premise to break down complexity
by visualising, monitoring, evaluating, simulating, and controlling the complex urban
environment in a comprehensive and holistic way. Digital twins are commonly understood as
realistic digital representations or exact cyber copies that mirror the life of their physical
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counterpart (Alam & El Saddik, 2017; Glaessgen & Stargel, 2012; Grieves & Vickers, 2016).
However, studying digital twins in the context of urban planning, this thesis has revealed that
digital twin cities are not actually realised as ‘mirrors’, ‘exact digital replicas’ or ‘twins’ of the city.
Instead, digital twin cities function as engines for innovation or as compelling translators that
script a protocol for the production, distribution, and use of the integrated information and the
‘tool’ as a whole. As such, the interfaces, features, type of data inscribed, and evidence produced
in the digital twin are not impartial. Rather, they are selected and mutated according to certain
views, biases, and errors. Hence, whilst creating the illusion of a visual and coherent façade of the
city, the urban digital twin reflects only fragments of knowledge and a particular narrative of the
city written from a vantage point.
Although a few scholars in the nascent field of digital twin cities have questioned the
digital twins ability to be actually representative of reality (Batty, 2018; Marcucci, Gatta, Le Pira,
Hansson, & Bråthen, 2020), this thesis put the epistemological lens of the city produced by the
digital twins into question. To further this critique, this thesis would like to echo the voices of
critical cartography, urban data and urban modelling scholars (e.g. Kitchin et al., 2016), which
contain similar critiques of alleged value-free and objective mediums for urban planning.
Although this critical literature remains nascent, scholars unanimously allude to the idea that,
even though urban models, including urban digital twins, undoubtedly strive to produce more
inclusivity, transparency, legitimacy, and consensus, their promises can never be fully fulfilled
without debunking and re-politicizing their socio-technical and ideological nature.
Altogether, this research made a significant contribution to the mostly positivist literature
on digital twin cities by revealing their socio-technical nature. Thereby, it debunked the idea that
digital twin cities are a value-free, neutral medium. In practice, they are shaped materially and
discursively by actors and actants in a set context with recursive effects on the city. This critique
opens up a new trajectory for theoretical debates on the re-politicization of urban digital twins
e.g., inherent power imbalances between actors.
Moreover, the socio-technical lens revealed several practical implications. Firstly, it
demonstrated that changing the technical design and procedural elements for citizen
participation is insufficient to produce actual participatory urban planning in which the diverse
interests and needs of citizens in a constantly changing society are represented. Digital twin cities
may be a suitable tool to uncover connections and reveal trends within the complex urban system,
as a basis for understanding and orientation of citizens, decision-makers and urban planners.
However, for meaningful participation to occur, creators and owners of the urban digital twins
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need to understand influencing factors as well as their implications for the city. Undeniably, it is
easy to believe that digital twin cities can create a common language and build a platform in which
all opinions and interests are adequately voiced and heard.
Nevertheless, this thesis has revealed that digital twins have strong populist potential.
Decision makers can easily model topics and focus on certain aspects to exploit digital twins for
their own interests. Consequently, in line with Kitchin’s (2015) argument, a model-based
optimization of urban processes that does not consider such non-technical constraints would have
little meaning. Hence, the practical issue of how we develop and manage the trajectory of urban
digital twins will be essential to their sustainability and long-term validity. In turn, this highlights
the need for more in-depth studies that conceive how digital twin’s cities can be used as a vehicle
for constructive change. Further research needs to ask the normative questions of access and
rights to allow us to consider impacts before they occur. This may help prevent potential damage
whilst also ensuring that people work with technologies that benefit society.

5.4 Limitations and further research
To my knowledge, this is the first research to define the digital twin cities as a sociotechnical assemblage and empirically study and compare their potential for participatory urban
planning. The review of the literature did not reveal any similar studies. Whilst this approach has
provided significant theoretical and practical contributions, I believe that this thesis is only the
beginning of much-needed critical studies on the development, conceptual understanding and
potential impact of digital twin cities. To guide this further development, the final section of this
chapter discusses the limitations of this research and avenues for further research.
Firstly, it should be noted that the field of urban digital twins is evolving fast in both
practice and academia. Each of the three cases under investigation is at a different stage of
development. Additionally, each of the digital twin cities is under constant iteration and might
thus not provide definite conclusions on the eventual potential of digital twins for improved
participatory urban planning. Thus, the results of this thesis represent only a snapshot of the
phenomena of citizen participation in digital twin cities, captured during the data collection phase
of this thesis between April and August 2021.
Additionally, in the case of Helsinki, the digital twin city is openly available, and its further
development is out of the total control of the initial key actors. It can be autonomously shaped by
the collective once it is downloaded. Still, depending on the conceptual boundaries that are drawn,
one may question whether the digital twin city is still defined as a digital twin, given that it is no
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longer updated in real-time. Does this make it a new twin (upon downloading software that allows
the real-time updates), or a continuation of the original digital twin? How this digital twin is
understood has several implications for further research. Firstly, different interpretations and
results would be possible in the analysis of citizen participation. Secondly, it shows the need for
further research on the everyday use of urban digital twins, by different actors, for different
purposes, in different settings. As such, it would be possible to assess the actual effects of digital
twin cities in actual decision- and policy-making processes.
In line with this, further research would also benefit from other methodological choices,
e.g., the use of interviews with a greater variety of actors involved in the production, distribution
and use of digital twins. The respondents in this thesis were mostly the creators and owners of
the digital twins, rather than citizens. This was due in part to a lack of available contact with
citizens involved in the digital twin city prototypes. Furthermore, in many cases urban digital
twins are still ‘ivory tower projects’ that might only find proper application in 5 to 10 years. Thus,
most citizens are not aware of these initiatives, nor do they fully grasp the concept. Even
interviewees from the case study municipalities were not fully acquainted with the concept. Yet,
this early study of digital twin cities is of utmost importance because the design choices that
creators and experts make today will be inscribed into the path trajectory of future and emerging
digital twins. These choices, and their implications, may prove to be irreversible. Hence, while
politicians, academics and professionals work out the meaning and function of the digital twin
behind the scenes, this thesis performs the critically needed early assessment to advocate for
citizens’ participation.
Moreover, this thesis specifically selected cases in the European context that depicted a
tendency towards citizen-centricity and participation. Due to this specific focus, the results are
not necessarily representative or generalizable to all digital twin cities. Nevertheless, it aligns with
the research objective to identify the potential of digital twin cities to enhance participatory urban
planning. The aim of this was not to draw a representative account of the prominent modes of
citizen participation across all digital twin cities. On the contrary, the goal was to identify the full
potential of and approaches for citizen empowerment in light of many non-participation
initiatives by market players. Thus, even though the thesis does not reflect generalizable results,
the study fulfils its objective and aim.
The discussion of limitations opened up several motivations for further research
regarding citizen participation in digital twin cities. First of all, more research on the three
European digital twin cities selected in this thesis could be beneficial. As previously noted, digital
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twin cities are in a constant state of becoming, hence, a longitudinal study comparing the evolving
stages of digital twins might be of interest. This research may focus on the evolving socio-technical
nature, citizen participation or the five influencing factors. Secondly, considering the limited role
of citizens in this research, future research could focus more on the motivations and reasons for
citizens to participate or initiate digital twin cities in the future. Additionally, the five influencing
factors identified in this thesis could be assessed for their relevance. Finally, other factors affecting
participation may be mapped. Specifically, the impact of external factors, such as the economic or
social status of the citizenry, on participation could be analysed to further the justice perspective
in the literature. This would allow a more holistic understanding of the different modes of citizen
participation in digital twin cities. Eventually, this research could serve as a reference point for a
comprehensive framework or toolbox for designers, urban planners or citizens to build and
execute participatory digital twin city initiatives.
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6. Conclusion
More and more cities worldwide are employing the concept of digital twin cities to
visualize, monitor and simulate in the urban domain. Despite its powerful participatory premise
to create an illustrative, holistic, and comprehensive common picture of reality of the city, thus far
no research has empirically studied whether digital twin cities can actually deliver on their
promises to improve participatory urban planning. Therefore, this thesis aimed to advance the
conceptual and empirical understanding of digital twin cities to evaluate their potential to
facilitate more participatory urban planning. Thereby, this thesis investigated three digital twin
cities across Europe: Herrenberg, Helsinki and Cambridge. The cases were selected as they
represent the first non-market player digital twin cities with an intention towards participatory
urban planning. By conducting interviews with project managers, municipal actors and experts of
digital twin cities and analysing documents, this thesis identified the envisioned and realised
forms of citizen participation according to the ‘Scaffold of Citizen Participation’ by Cardullo &
Kitchin (2019a). After identifying a gap between the envisioned and realised forms of citizen
participation, this thesis aimed to point towards influencing factors to explain the extent of this
gap.
By adopting a critical lens, the analysis revealed that urban digital twins are not objective
and comprehensive digital replicas or mirrors of the urban domain. Instead, this thesis put forth
that they are complex socio-technical assemblages that unfold contextually through material and
discursive interactions of actors, which in turn produces recursive effects and particular
understanding of the city. As such, digital twin cities are envisioned as translators, shared
evidence-base or engines of innovation in the urban planning process. Thereby, they script
different communication protocols which determines interaction among different actors and the
urban environment. Due to the different socio-technical assemblages, the digital twin cities
produced varying forms of citizen participation; vice-versa different forms of citizen participation
perform different digital twins. Following this initial finding, the analysis based on Cardullo &
Kitchin’s framework (2019a) elucidated that citizens can perform different roles and functions in
the digital twin city. In contrast to previous findings in the literature, the initiatives were framed
within, promoted, and enacted strong co-creation discourses. However, the discursive intentions
and visions of citizen participation were not fully translated into practice. Citizens could
experience different forms of participation at different stages of the urban planning and decisionmaking process; for example, in producing evidence, browsing through the cityscapes, providing
feedback or proposing alternatives. Additionally, this thesis identified several stages and nuances
of the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’ namely that of particitainment, representative
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information and participation for innovation. Within these new forms citizens remained within a
limited range of control and are thus not able to become empowered decision-makers. Thereby,
this thesis revealed insights into the differences and similarities between smart cities and digital
twin cities, whilst furthering the ‘Scaffold of Smart Citizen Participation’.
On the one hand, it could be argued that different modes of participation are adequate for
different purposes. On the other hand, it could be claimed that even though digital twins
undoubtedly strive to improve participatory urban planning, there are several factors that hinder
these premises. Consequently, this thesis revealed five factors that influence the varying degrees
of citizen participation namely (a) the socio-technical consideration of the digital twin city; (b)the
role of citizens in data integration; (c) usability of interface; (d) spaces of interaction for adaptive
learning; and (d) institutional, governmental, and public support. Evidently, digital twin cities are
not set in stone but adjustable by factors. Without addressing these non-technical constraints, the
premises of the digital twin city to make cities more resource-efficient, more innovative, and
urban planning more participatory are likely to remain unfulfilled.

6.1 Recommendations
The findings of the thesis do not intend to undermine the utility of digital twin cities of
participatory urban planning, nonetheless, it is pivotal to draw attention to the situated
development of digital twin cities, as shaped contingently and relationally by the choices and
actions of the creators and owners, whilst recognizing the recursive effects on the landscape and
society. Consequently, this thesis contends that looking at procedural aspects of citizen
participation is insufficient. Instead, this thesis appeals to creators and owners of digital twin
cities to acknowledge the socio-technical nature of digital twin cities as they are shaped by a
variety of factors, including their inherent assumptions and biases. Additionally, it is crucial that
urban planners and citizens refine their role in producing public evidence. It is not just developers
or external organisation that provide the data, but it needs to be situated in a democratic process
to avoid the production of a single narrative of the city from a vantage point. New competencies
need to be acquired such as processing, exchanging, and interpreting evidence with the involved
stakeholders. Moreover, by producing new data and being increasingly implicated in urban
planning, citizens are playing a new role in urban development. Their local knowledges should be
seen as a relevant source of data. To include these new sources of data, new policies and processes
need to be adopted. In the UK, for example, the Centre for Digital Built Britain has already laid out
nine-values to the guide the purposeful development towards secure, trustworthy, and effective
of digital twins for public good. While this is a step in the right direction, these policies need to be
institutionalised and enforced. Finally, new issues may emerge with digital participation in which
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data act as an exchange interface between city administration and citizens. Data entered by
citizens maybe be considered to speak for them as long as there is room for debate and
deliberation. Above all, digital twin cities require a social layer to be attained through means of
data production and social interaction to truly enhance participatory urban planning. As digital
twin cities ought to steer and manoeuvre the decision-making process, this thesis appeals to more
academics and practitioners to not only scrutinize the internal validity, and appropriateness of
digital twins for policymaking but to re-politicize the trajectory of digital twin cities. Now to
further Gelernter’ vision of our Mirrored World (1991), we need to not only ask ‘how will it
happen’ or ‘how did this happen’, but we also need to ask the normative question ‘how to do
better’ to proactively shape the trajectory towards a citizen-centric and participatory digital twin
city.
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8. Appendix
8.1 Appendix A: Codes derived from operationalisation

Digital Twin Cities

Modality (General)

Stakeholders
Purpose
Functions
Definition
Factors (Challenges/ Opportunities)

Bound-to-succeed
Stewardship
Civic Paternalism
Top-down
Experimental
Inclusive
Human centric
True needs
Bottom-up
Collective

Discourse/ Framing (general)

Level of Participation (general)

Innovation
Collaborative
Inclusion
Paternalism
Technocracy
Stewardship
Market
Civic engagement
Participation
Co-creation
Co-creation
Commons
Socio-political Citizenship
Rights
Deliberative Democracy

Entertainment
Citizen Control
Delegated Power
Partnership
Tokensim
Placation
Consultation
Information
Choice
Therapy
Manipulation

Nature of Engagement (general)

Role (general)

Support
Nudged
Steered
Educate
Act
Consume
Browse
Feedback
Evaluation
Suggest
Negotiate
Create
Ideas
Leadership
Ownership
Responsibility
Enable
Empower
Awareness

Product
Data-Point
Learner
User
Resident
Consumer
Recipient
Participation
Proposer
Decision-maker
Leader
Audience
Experts
Informants
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8.2 Appendix B: Interview protocol
Introduction
Question
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the conversation: Potential
of citizen participation in digital twin cities
Ask for permission to record.
Confirm one-hour timeframe.

Rationale behind asking the question
Introduce the research and technical aspects of
this interview to the respondent.

Identify the role of the respondent in relation to
the digital twin city and confirm the relevance of
the interview to this research

What role does the respondent play in
relation to the digital twin city initiative?
What was the contribution/ expertise of
the respondent?

Context: Digital Twin City (See section 2.2 of framework)
Question

Initiation/Purpose

•
•
•

Actors

•

•

Role of digital twin cities
in urban planning

•
•
•
•

Benefits

•

Why was the digital twin
city initiated?
For what purpose?
What problem does it
solve?

Which actors are engaged
in the digital twin city
initiative? Who are the
most prominent actors?
How has this constellation
changed over the course of
the implementation?
What role do you think
digital twin cities should
play?
How is it executed/
realized?
Can you tell me a bit about
how it ought to operate in
practice?
Are there different means
(other than a digital twin
city) to achieve the same
outcome?
What kind of benefits or
advantages does, or should
it create for Herrenberg?
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Questions are asked to provide
answers to the following aspects
Identify purpose(s) that are driving
the digital twin city development.

Map actors and analyse relations in
the digital twin cit

Investigate creation process.
Sketch relation of ICT and actors in
urban planning process

Assess the benefits from digital
twin cities

Conceptualisation

•

What makes the digital
twin city a digital twin city?

•

Where does (should) the
digital twin city begin?
Where does (should) it
end?

Digital twin cities are
conceptualised as a socio-technical
assemblage in different context that
result in different outputs
(including different forms of citizen
participation). The goal of this
question is to identify the
understanding and components of
the digital twin city in the particular
context as well as the possible
boundaries of the digital twin city.

Context: Citizen participation (see section 2.3 for framework and/or operationalisation in
3.2)
Characteristics of
the ‘Scaffold of
Smart Citizen
Participation)

Question

Questions are asked to provide
answers to the following aspects

Modality

How do citizens position/ relate to
other stakeholders/ actors in the
digital twin city?
Who initiated the digital twin city?

Identify the way in which citizens are
positioned vis-a`- vis the digital twin
city
(Identify bottom-up/top-down
modality)

Discourse/ Framing

Herrenberg describes itself as a
hands-on/ participatory city
(Mitmachstadt) and has defined
principles for a participatory city in
its mission statement (Leitbild) that
focuses on citizen participation. Have
you adopted this model directly or
what other principles of citizen
participation have guided you in this
process?

Identify the larger socio-political
discourse that frames the type of
citizen participation.

Are the citizens the focus of the
digital twin city or what is their
significance?

Nature of
Engagement:

How are citizens expected to act or
participate in the digital twin city?
Which competencies or other
requirements does the citizen have
to fulfil to participate?
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→ The discourse is one of the
characteristics that constitute citizen
participation. This question aims to
assess the larger narrative/ discourse
within which citizen participation in
digital twin cities is framed.

→ My research question asks about
the potential to empower citizens. This
refers to the highest level of citizen
participation ‘citizen power’.
Therefore, this question aims to
identify the citizen-centricity of the
guiding discourses or identify
alternative other discourse or framing
(e.g., participation; neoliberalism etc.)
Identify and map the act of
participation
→ The literature showed that citizens
might have to demonstrate certain
prerequisites or competences to
participate. Identify them in the
context of the digital twin city (related
to the barriers already)

What possibilities for action/ scope
to act and exert influence is there by
the citizens?
In practice: (how) do citizens
participate? (It depends if the
interviewee mostly talks in terms of
the envisioned role or immediately
described the practical implications.
In case of the former, this question
serves as a cue to describe the
realized forms of citizen
participation)
Are the goals, the requirements and
scope/ possibilities of action
communicated to all those involved?
Role of citizens

→ Identify different/multiple forms of
participation in the digital twin city.
→ Identify gap between envisioned
and realized nature of engagement.

→ The communication of the
possibilities is an important step for
allowing participation. Identify the
degree of communication to the
citizens

What ideal role should the citizen
take on? How would you describe
the current role in practice?
In the documents citizens were often
described as experts of the local area.
How do you bring this expertise of
the citizens into digital twin city and
what benefits do the citizens have
from it?

Identify the role expected and
eventually adopted by citizens

Form/ Level of
participation

How much influence do they have on
the decision-making process?
(How do citizens contribute to the
above goal of the initiative?)

Identify the degree of involvement
depending on the variable of power in
the decision-making process and
distribution of resources.

Final Question

It is said that the digital twin is never
really finished. It continues to evolve
in an iterative process. What does
that mean for the continuation? Who
bears what responsibility?

Most digital twin cities are a
prototype, hence, to assess their
potential it is also important to ask
about the future plans.
Open question asking about the
responsibility provides additional
insight into the role, nature and
discourses (e.g., ownership) of citizen
participation

→ The document analysis revealed
that citizens are often described as
experts of the local context. Identify/
test what that means in practice

Potential barriers and opportunities of public participation (Third research question/
open questions)
Characteristic
Barriers

Question
We always assume citizen want to
get involved, but there are also
various reasons why the citizens are
prevented from participating or less
willing to. Who or what prevents
people from getting involved in the
digital twin city?
What are other problems or barriers
to public participation?
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To provide answers to the following
aspects
Open questions to identify the barriers
of citizen participation in the digital
twin city
→ From perception of citizens

→ Elaborate from more holistic
perspective

We live in a complex world. We
shouldn't flatten reality with 3D
models. How do we keep citizens
from being flat in digital twin city?
Data Privacy issues – How can
citizens remain autonomous of their
own data?
Do you think there are times when it
is best not to involve citizens in the
digital twin city?

→ A critique/barrier posed by
Dembski specifically in the context of
the digital twin city
Elaborate on the prevention of this
barrier.
→ A common barrier identified in the
literature. Explain how it is considered
in the digital twin city
Reversed question to identify the
boundaries of citizen participation in
digital twin city

Opportunities of
citizen participation
in the digital twin
city

What must take place / is necessary
so that the citizens are strengthened
in this process? Or are there
opportunities to further expand
public participation? And is that
worth striving for?

Identify needs and opportunities to
strengthen citizen participation

Future

What are the next steps?

Possibly identify future potential for
citizen participation as digital twin city
are still prototypes

Final Questions
+ Thank you!

Can you refer me to other documents
or information for a deeper
understanding of citizen
participation in the digital twin city?

Identify more documents and
respondents for the purpose of
snowball-sampling.

Do you have any questions?
Give respondent opportunity to ask
any questions
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8.3 Appendix C: List of documents
Case
Herrenberg

Title
1. Wandelgestalten. Das Reallabor Stadt: quartiere
4.0 (Report)
2. Using Digital Twins to design more sustainable
cities (HLRS) (online publication)
3. Opportunities for Civic Engagement (Seminar)
4. The Digital Twin - Tackling Urban Challenges
with Models, Spatial Analysis and Numerical
Simulations in Immersive Virtual Environments
(Academic article)
5. Ergebnisse des Reallabors „Stadt: quartiere 4.0“
veröffentlicht (online publication)
6. Digital Twin, Virtual Reality and Space Syntax Civic Engagement and Decision Support for
Smart, Sustainable Cities (Academic article)

Helsinki

7. The Kalasatama Digital Twins Project - The final
report of the KIRA-digi pilot project (Report)
8. Helsinki's 3D city models (online publication)

9. The Most Functional City in the World - Helsinki
City Strategy 2017–2021 (Report)
10. Going Digital in cities: the visit to Helsinki (online
publication)
11. Helsinki is Building a Digital Twin of the City
(online publication)
12. Helsinki 3D+ Digital City (Presentation)

13. Going Digital in cities: the visit to Helsinki (Online
Publication)
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14. Potential uses and Helsinki’s applications (Online
Publication)
15. Helsinki Smart Digital Twins (Seminar)

16. Smart City Platform Enabling Digital Twin
(Article)
17. Local Digital Twins Technology Workshop
(Report)
Cambridge

18. Digital Twin Experiment – Stakeholder
Engagement Report (report)
19. Centre for Digital Built Britain launches the
Digital Twin Hub (online publication)
20. CSIC and Smart Cambridge plan to improve
journeys to work (online publication)
21. Smart Cambridge Brochure 2019-2020
(Brochure)
22. Digital Twins: Helping to design a better city
infrastructure – Connecting Cambridgeshire
(online publication)
23. Smart collaboration is key for addressing city
challenges - Connecting Cambridgeshire (online
publication)
24. The Gemini Principles – CDBB (Report)

25. Urban Data Project (online publication)

26. Telensa Announces the Urban Data Project with
Cambridge as Launch Partner City (online
publication)
27. Cambridge set for ‘digital twin’ as part of new
Urban Data Project (online publication)
28. Air Quality sensing (online publication)
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European scale for context

29. European Commission - Digital twins for cities European Week of Regions and Cities,
15/10/2020 (Report)
30. DigitalALL Public Conference: Living-in.eu
Mayors meeting the Covenant of Mayors
(Conference workshop)

8.4 Appendix D: List of interviewees
Interviewee

Role (Case)

Date

Length

Respondent 1

Living Lab actor/

19/05/21

00:59:55

07/07/21

00:46:57

08/07/21

01:15:36

13/07/21

00:45:53

20/07/21

00:55:48

Project developer
(Herrenberg)
Respondent 2

Living Lab actor/
Project developer
(Herrenberg)

Respondent 3

Project Developer
(Helsinki)

Respondent 4

Project Developer
(Cambridge)

Respondent 5

Living Lab actor/
Project developer
(Herrenberg)

Respondent 6

Expert

22/07/21

01:27:34

Respondent 7

Expert

29/07/21

01:06:18

Respondent 8

Municipal actor

03/08/21

01:10:16

& Respondent 9

(Herrenberg)

Respondent 10

Municipal actor

13/08/21

01:06:39

(Herrenberg)
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